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Cochran, the white supremacists are
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The student newspaper of the College of Wooster
Former racist preaches dangers of supremacy
By RACHEL POPE
AARON RUPERT
Former white supremacist and
recruiter FloydCochran spoke about
the dangers of the white suprema-d-st
movement this Tuesday inLean
Lecture Hall. The speech covered
the misconceptions, threats and the
indoctrination tactics of white su-
premacist roups.
Cochran was part of the the white
supremacist movement for25years,
leaving the movement in July of
1992. Floyd was a member of the
Aryan Nations croup and was their
- fhfff fpf rfmaw god propagandist
inchargeof youth. In 1992, Cochran
left the organization because the
leaders announced that his son was
a genetic defect and should be killed
because be had a cleft palate. 7
"This is my 143rd lecture in the
last 14 months," he said about his
changemlieart, "the forum hasbeen
the greatest way K grow person-air- y
Cochran has been working to
counter the supremacists message. --
He oses the money he makes form
Jus speeches to'eoyer lus expenses
a he travels around me country to
give lectures in different
Cochran first spoke on miscon-ceptio- ns
about the white suprema-
cist movement. According to
not all in the south, but are very
strong in the norm as weU. Cochran
Also pointful to the fikct tint Buuy
college students are being attacked
by these groups and that record Bum-be- rs
of 14-- to 25-ye- ar olds are join-
ing while supremacist movements.
The stereotypical dumb Southerner
who joined the KKK when he
flunked oat of grade school is not
accurate, according to Cochran.
Instead the supremacists are now
more educated and getting involved
young.
Religious mflnence in the white
supremacist movement was also dis-cussed- by
Cochran. "Someone who
has a religious belief is more likely
to act ca that religious belief than
a political belief." said Cochran.
Cochran said that the white suprema-
cists often ctoak meinselves by call-
ing themselves proponents of
"CtaisnmI4mtiry,"bminsJeadof
preaching a message of love, they
preach one of hate.; " "We would
learn Bible verses to inspire us to
attack," he said.-"- "' . "; r '.'- -
"Doe of the effective ways
: to recruit," said'Cochran, "is the
media .v. wherever hate groups go.
they have public displays and the
media puts it on the front page."
Cochran explained that when a hate
rally story appeared on the front
page, the group would get a mem-
bership rush, and when the story .
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Fonner racist Floyd Cochran now travels to sharers insights into
!ifte Aryan nation in order to fight whits supremacy, a
was buried in the later pages, no
such rush occured. Cochran gave a
warning to the media, saying, "If
you're in the media, you can report
on bate crimes but don't glorify
them."
The majority of Love Shack's
nwoey win bedonated to the Wayne
County Affiliate of Habitat for Hu-
manity. "Most of it will go for
construction materials and other
necessary supplies, said Hang. He
stated that onryasmaD portion would
go to the campus chapter to help
Habitat fulfill its purpose. ."."
v Habitat members were limited in
what they could bring forprotection
against the cold. Blankets, sleeping
bags and boxes were the primary
means of protection and shelter.
Hang demanded significant loyalty
from his members. Haug said, 1,
personaUy.amjustinblanketsanda
box." Even on a cold, windy No-
vember night. Hang said, .?! defi-nite- ly
want people there for at least
seven hours." On the positive side.
Classic movie.
"Kaierar
wortb renting
3 Cochran focused oh the methods
of recruiting young teenagers and
children for hate groups. "The very
fears and stereotypes I had of Jews
please see ARYAN, page 3
Outdoor Love Shack raises money for homeless
By JONATHAN SETTZ
Cardboard boxes and Habitat for
Humanity members were scattered
across the Quad Wednesday night
for Love Shack, an anual event
According to the organizer, Andy
Hang 95. Love Shack has two pur-poa- es.
"The CmUtoeducate people
about the problems ofhomflessness.
The second part of it is to raise
money to solve that problem," said
Hang.
Haug said that this was his third
year ofparticipation mLove Shack.
He said. "Habitat hat actually done
ttforanumberofyeanbeforethat.";
According toHaug conditions were
very different in past years. "Last ,
year it was 23 degrees. The year ,
before that it snowed." Before the
event, Hang speculated mat there ;
would be close to 30 people inatten-
dance. The official count proved to
be31. "Thenumberofpeopledoing
it has increased, showing support
and awareness of the issues," he
said. .. , . ' ' i: - -:-" ' "
The increased participation led
Haug to be optimistic about the
amount of money that could be
raised. In past years Habitat raised
anywhere from $700 to $1,500, ac-
cording to Haug. Haug was hope--;
ful that Love Shack would make
: $1,500. "We win still be accepting
donations after tonight." he said.
-- He also said that this is Habitat's
'biggest fond raiser of the year. The
exact amount of money raised will
not be known until after break.
"We're going to be raising aware-
ness and rjopefully a lot of money,"
said member Joe Aliens.
three pizzas to the cause.
Many participants staled that they
had already learned more about the
conditions of the homeless. "It's
cold." said Polly Hicks '98. Heidi
Haverkamp 98. explained some of
the precautions she had taken. "I
.
have gloves, a hat. an ear-warm- er.
I'm wearing long-underwe- ar,
sweats, and I have an extra pair of
pants. I have a sweatshirt, a shirt,
and a fleece from my friend Beth. I
haveacoat,andIhave an extra shirt.
I also have bread, water, band-aid- s,
and a flashlight." -
Despite the severe conditions.
Habitat members still had a lot of
fun. At2ajn. they were still singing
along with a guitar player. In the
aftermath, Haug said, "it ended up
tobe areaDy good time ... and itwas
very cold.
Sports
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Mohican
logging cut
by half
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
Environmental Concerns of Stu-
dents played a role in the decison
made this week by the Ohio Depart-me- nt
of Natural Resources to re-
duce a proposed logging of 5,819
Mohican State Forest trees to 1,1 10
trees. ECOS members had orga-
nized a letter writing campaign,
mailed a petition, and made phone
calls to the Division of Forestry ex-
pressing nir concern with the pro-
posed logging.
Ronald Abraham, ODNR chiefof
theDOF, cited public comment as a
reason for his recomendatioo to
modify the state's plans to ODNR
Director Frances Bochholzer on
Monday. Bochholzer approved the
modification.
The State has been planning the
logging, inwhich selective trees are
cut for their lumber value and to
encourage the growth of other types
of trees, since 1988. Various citizen
groups, such as the Buckeye Forest
Council and the Gorman Nature
Center, have been working to stop
the logging.
Nathaniel Hitt '96, coordinator of
ECOS, described ECOS' reaction.
"We're celebrating this but at the
sanietimeitisthegroup'sperogative
thatwe're not done fighting. It's a
nice gesture and we thank the DOF
for listeningandfor acting on behalf
of environmentally conscious deci-
sions. The problem is that the fun-
damental reasons we opposed the
cutof 127 acres are still present with
the cut of 55."
ECOS member Frits Haverkamp
97 said, "We're happy it won't all
be logged, but personally. I'd like to
see a reassignment of the DOF's
mission."
Hittexplained, "We're looking to
change the structure of DOF from
supporting silviculture, which is
seeing only economic value for a
forest, to one of biodiversity man-
agement. Biodiversity has more
potential forjobs, for recreation, for
please see MOHICAN, page 2
Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
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News Briefs
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CAMPUS
A Httlfanctioning part caused ibe card key system to fail yesterday.
According to Brad Shaw, assistant director of residential fiic,tfe problem
occurcd when the tysteni embed daring a routine hardware upgrade.The
part u on order and was expected to be m by this tncaun&.Thesystem.was
temporarily fixed last night and residence halls were secured.
NATIONAL
FLORIDA Hurricane "Gordon," which was upgraded from a tropical
storm yesterday, has been ravaging Florida for the past two days and has
flooded thousands ofacres of farmland destroying a large part of the winter
crop. "Gordon" pelted Haiti and swept across southern and central Florida
before moving into the Atlantic Ocean last night There have been an
estimated 534 deaths in Haiti and Florida due to the storm. Florida
Governor Lawton Chiles declared a Kaie of emergency for the lower two-thir- ds
of the Florida peninsula.
ATLANTA The Center for Disease Control and Prevention reports thai
the AIDS epidemic is growing at a slower pace than before. Last year
61,800 AIDS cases were diagnosed, op three percent from 1992.
WASHINGTON, D.C Prosecutors want to charge Francisco Duran
with attempted Presidential assassination. Duran. who is already accused
offiring a rifle at the White House on Oct. 29, kept papen in his pkup truck
indicating he wanted to kill the president. Duran has pleaded innocent to
trying to assassinate the president.
WASHINGTON, D.C President Clinton is considering working with
Republicans to draw up a Constitutional Amendment guaranteeing the
right to prayer in public schools. Clinton, a Southern Baptist, said voluntary
prayer in school might Txxrane coercive to people who have different
religious views from those that in the majority ofany partictuarclassroom,"
but he said that prayers at sports games and graduation would pose no
problems. Critics are challenging Ointon for wanting to alter the Bill of
Rights, something that has never been done before in American history.
INTERNATIONAL
BERLIN Helmut Kohl was reelected Wednesday to a fourth term as
chancellor of Germany, but by only one vote more than the required
majority. Kohl plans to dedicate most of his time to achieving both
Germany and European airily jpwevtrbecaase 6 Qoseom gfj3
vote, it is predicted that Kohl's governrnentwfflrweakardnurycoOapse,
KIEV, lftralae--T- he UkribianTarliamenr voteoWedoeaday to sign a
ncmprouieraooo treaty, pledging to nd themselves of nulcear weapons.
The Ukraine is the world's third largest nuclear power, with over 1,800
warheads. Among conditions placed on the move was the guarantee from
the United States, Russia and Britain that they would respect the Ukraine's
borders and never use nuclear weapons lgainst it. United States officials
hailed the vote, saying the conditions could be easily met.
Campus news brief compiled by ANDY DUKES. National and
international news briefs compiled by BETH CTHA with information
rrom wire services mine New Tort Times
Police Briefs
Two compact discs valued at S15 each were stolen out of an unlocked
Holden Hall room Nov. 10. AcccrdgU) the pcicrepcrt, the victim was
visiting a neighbor when the theft occured, but upon returning, surprised
two white males as they exited the room. The CDs werciccovcicd afterone
of the offenders dropped them on his way out
An unknown person or persons stole 46 CDs and a black leather CD case
outofaHolden Hall room Nov. 10. Therewas no sign offorced entry; either
the door was left unlocked or the perpetrator) had a key. Police have no
suspects or leads.
An unknown offender or offenders entered an urdecked residence on East
Bowman SlNov. 11. TiktccmpluamtMColltgescaiiasuotlanwta
removed from the residence but several ilems were damaged. Toe wooden
frames of two conches were cracked and me MiV frm m reilmg
broken. One nffwvVr hati lmmm cm tt Poof Afror"! to thg prtifgitikml. the CrmpllinK aiA lu Atmmj wy pft ryWftaTJ Tllng.
An incident of unlawful restraint and trrnaliniposaionwasrerxaNbv.
11 in Bixsman HaH. According to statements made by witnesses, an
acxroamtaricecfthevicrjraaaexnrxedto
and fried to kiss her. The incident is suH ander investigation.
A student m Compton reported a case of telephone rninnn Sunday.The offenders lefta message on the comriamant'sAadacallmgkeraames
and threatening tokill her. The comptamattieportedtosaaul
on Oct 5. Police are investigating. .
Correction
Aa unsigned editorial last mistakenly credited the Office of the
ot reran jeveca Jim office cfAc .
The Wooster Voice News
Mohicarr
cent murd from front page
long term use, as opposed to the tree
farming that's going on in public
landi..,ltlstliec)piniOTCECOS
that (here is noplace in public forest
for the interests of loggers: : This is
a classic case of private industry
having control over public land
ECOS was the only student orga-
nization involved in protesting the
logging. Approximately 300 stude-
nt-signed letters were sent to
Abraham stating that public land
should be left alone, particularly
when the public is not consulted,
and ECOS'viewmat the biodiversity
Join JSA for
Kristall Nacht
i poetry reading
performed by the
Jewish Students'
Association
650 p.m. in the Lowry Pit
NOV. 21, 1994
; the Declaimed the toggin would
create would not happen. "It shows
that there are students concerned
and chat we're not just radicals,"
Jiaverkamp said. .He also pointed
out part" oFthe' motivation for
Wooster students to get Involved.
"It's in our backyard so we felt re-
ally strongly about it."
"I'm really proud of ECOS' in-vorvement- ,"said
Hitt. "I think we've
made a sigm' firantcouu fljution." He
commented on the satisfaction of
having a tangible result of their ef-
forts. The fact that we saved 4,000
trees is phenomenal We're so often
just disernpowered. We're used to
working with no fruitatioa. We're
(
N
pmU by AH-SEN- O CHOO
Noreniber 18, 1994
going to go to Mohican and see
those trees."
HittsaidECOS wfflcontinne their
efforts. "Currenlty. we're brain-stormi-
ng on what action to- - take.
Theconserjsusis that we're rjotdone.
: Strategies may include petitioning,
letter wruing and direct action." He
said that ECOS is planning a
Mohican awareness day on Dec 3.
They plan to sp to Mohican, video-
tape the trees that are saved and
show that tape along with other en-
vironmental videos in Westminster
Church hocseatlOpjn. that evening.
Some information obtained from
The Daily Record
Archaeology dig reveals culture
V
J4--I
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By NICOLE COWARD
"Excavation is not the end, but the
means," said rYofesscrZviLedennan
of Ben-Guri- on University in
Beersbeva, Israel (luring his slide-illustra- ted
lecture entitled "Ethnic
Boundaries and S late Formation: The
Archaeology of Tel Beth-Sheme- sh
as a Border Town" Monday in Lean
Lecture Hall.
The purpose of thedig in Tel Beth--
Sbemesh, Lederman explained, was
to uncover, any possflMliaes as to
whether or not Israefites and Phiiis--
tiaes Hved hrtnhTlown and "mutu
ally influenced the other's culture.'
Such questions, Lederman said, are
often the rationale behind archaeo
logical digs.
The discoveries made on the dig
will go a long way towards uncover-in- g
thequestion of whether Israelites
or Philistines lived in Tel Beth- -
Shemesh. In the meantime,Lederman
reminded all those attending the lec-
ture who are interested in archaeol
ogy , "Remember this: do not be dis
couraged, because you rarely will
uncover an entire site."
The lecture was co-sponsor- ed by
Wooster's departments ofarchaeol-
ogy and religious studies and the
Cultural Events Committee.
Compiled wilh information from
Newsservices.
IPO
PROGRAM
OF THE
WEEK
Ask question and gather information abotit the
' Institute for European Study's program in
DURHAM, ENGLAND
, Today, Friday Nov. 18
.
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The following positions are avaiblable on the
Voice staff next semester:
Managing Editor
Viewpoints Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Feature Editor
Production Manager
Chief Staff Writer
: x "'. . ..... -
To apply, please submit a.cbpy ofyour resume to
:
- Box C-31- 87. Direc4j3uestk)ns tQ x-25- 98.
The Voice also needs staffjfi&at copy editors,
photographer and production staff. If you
have a couple extra hours a wdek and are
interested, call x-25- 98 and leave a message.
The Wooster Voice
The Wooster Voice News
Homosexuality: a religious viewpoint
By MEGHAN FLAHERTY
Reverend Jofan Holliger from the
St. James Episcopal Church in
Wooster and Reverend Barbara
Puffin ywyjpfft y ftif. flftn cit pn.
dents for campns ministries, spoke
tolflnirTa!KHlt0fn0ff"BKtywt
the church Tuesday morning in
Lowry. This event, sponsored by
Lamda and Newman Catholic As-
sociation, was presented from a
Christian perspective because, ac-
cording to Baton, neither Holliger
or herselfknew all thatwas going on
with regards to homosexuality in
other religions.
The audience was first asked to
write down what they believed was
the dark side of the Church with
reference to homosexuality. They
were asked to discuss conceptions,
beliefs and negative things beard
about gays and lesbians in the
Church. After the students did this,
Holliger randomly read some of the
statements aloud to the audience.
Many students gave "forgiveness"
and the idea that only God should
judge people and their actions as
reasons why homosexuals should
be permitted to have an active role
in the Church.
Holliger related the story of
Sodom and Gomorra found in the
Biblical book of Genesis. The story
of Sodom and Gomorra tells of a
, jnanwho had goesu irom --out --of
town.' The townsmen,; when they
heardofdie guests, inarchedoverto
the inan'shcwseto"have"the guests.
The story ends when the homeowner
sends his daughter outside to greet
the men, and they rape her. Thus,
Holliger believes that the "point of
this story is hospitality and disre-
gard of that hospitality." It does not
speak outright about homosexual-
ity.
Battin led the second part of the
discussion, which dealt with theol-
ogy and spirituality as it relates to
people with a homosexual orienta
tion. Basin initially defined the
terms "spirituality" and "theology J"
She said that theology is to talk
about God whereas spirituality is to
encounter God. :. . -
Battin said the images of God
found in the Bible were formed
mainly by males who were hetero-
sexual and from a western orienta-
tion. Battin said 'images of God
may not be broad enough, open
enough for all io relate to ... there is
a need for gay and lesbian people to
be doing theology out of their own
experiences" just as women and
blacks have done over the last few
years. She believes that this is im-port- ant
because the Biblical images
often exclude people.
According to Battin. when the
Bible was written, both heterosexu-
als and homosexuals had more of a
concern for the abuse of sexuality
than sexual orientation itself. Also,
at that time there was no mention of
family and commitment made by
homosexual people. Despite all this,
mere were a few affirmations writ-
ten in the Bible for close friendship
between people of the same sex, if
nothomosexuality itself. Battin held
up the close relationship between
Jesus and John as an example of
this. ; T '.
Battin went on to discuss the ac-
ceptance of homosexuals in the
Church. Holliger admitted that this
was themosterjntxoversial ofall the
topics that-wer-e discussed during,
"this evenu Battin stated that "the
' Church may have to be transformed
as Jesus was transformed himselfby
an outsider." Battin feels that a
transformation of the Church into a
welcome place for homosexuals may
be wrought by the greater emer-
gence of gays and lesbians who are
looking for a deep relationship with
God and the Church. Battin also
explained that the issue of accep-
tance jnfimVat affirmation and in-
clusion, meaning allowing marriage
between homosexuals and allowing
homosexuals to be ordained into a
high office within a church.
Battin discussed the beliefs of
various sects of the Christian reli-
gion. The Roman Catholic sect ini-
tially accepted gay and lesbian rela-
tionships until the 15th century when
they began to discriminate against
homosexuals. Banin said that there
is a group name Dignity that works
for gay and lesbian inclusion and
affirmation with the Catholic church.
A similar group, called integrity, is
involved with the Episcopal church.
She also stated that the Church of
Christ is open and affirms and ac-
cepts the ordination ofhomosexuals
while the Presbyterian Church does
not agree with the ordination of ho-
mosexuals for church positions.
Holliger said the Episcopal
Church gave gays and lesbians the
chance to be ordained last year. He
explained that back in the 1970s
large numbers of Episcopal priests
came forward and admitted that they
were homosexuals. The Episcopal
Church did notdefrock these priests,
nor did it search out other homo-
sexual priests who did not come
forward. Holliger said that the pos-
sible explanation for mis was that
the Episcopal Church "did not want
another Reformation.''
u
Aryan
continued from front page
and colored people were taught to
me at a young age," said Cochran.
Cochran illustrated this by showing
two film cups from white supremacy
compounds, which showed the large
number of teenagers involved in the
movement.
"Patches, guns and uniforms: all
the things 13-ye- ar olds are into,"
illustrating theattraction for teenag-
ers. Also, Cochran attributed the
attraction to hate groups to a need
forcontrol, saying "For myself .join-
ing a hate group gave me a sense of
empowerment." He pointed outnew
methods of recruitment. "They're
using computer networks, cable ac-
cess and cartoon books geared for 9-a- nd
10-ye- ar olds," said Cochran.
Cochran also spoke about the role
of -- women in white supremacist
groups. "Theprimary roleofwomen
in the Aryan nation," said Cochran,
"is tocook, clean, have children and
appear in front of the camera." In
the literature that Cochran handed
out at the speech, it says that young
women, often with children, were
joining the white supremacist move-
ment in droves in the late 1980s,
masking the racism of the move-
ment with a feminine face.
71t 1 V -- V"-V
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Fundingwas another ofCochran's
topics. "The overwhelming major-
ity of money comes from the people
who sitat home and send in dollars,"
said Cochran. With the information
coming into people's homes through
paper and computer screens,
Cochran said that many in the white
supremacist movement "join from
their homes" and support the move-
ment from their armchairs.
Cochran closed with the ways he
believes the white supremacist
movement can be checked. "Just to
demonstrate at home without follow
up programs is not the answer," said
Cochran, meaning that marching
against the supremacists will not be
enough, education of the children
must be included. "It has to come
from education and vigilance,"
Cochran said.
Students reaction to the speech
was positive although they were dis-
turbed by the subject material. "It
was very informative," said student
Malcolm Meyer '98, "and it opened
my eyes to a world that I had little
knowledge of before. It was alarm-
ing to realize this white supremacy
is growing among the young people."
Amanda Smith '97 said, "He is an
incredible man, and he said some
frightening and amazing things."
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Wooster Insight
Don't sweep homelessness under the rug
As most of as were worrying about the malfunctifming card-ke- y system
and how to get into oar residence haUs yesterday, other Woosier residents
had m different problem. We may not choose to think about it, but as we
sleep comfortably in oar heated rooms, others have no place to sleep at aH
Habim for Humanity's "Love Shack fnndraisff this week inay have helped
lo raise trnwy frr home-bnildi- nt caganizarion. bat as the group
noted, the real issue is awareness, not money. The lack of widespread
support for humanitarian outreaches such as Habitat and Mrs. Mackey's
noose, which is facing city zoning code violations for housing too many
people, delinate the situation all loo dearly. Efforts are being made, bat
the rnygni'nvV-- is great while their numbers are few. We realize there is a
problem, but most of us seem to sweep it under the nig and try to forget
about it. In order to alleviate the homelessness dilemma, it is necessary lo
stop taking things for granted and start taking them seriously.
Scheduling revision needed
With Wooster students preparing for tcwrrow's registration a recurring
problem has come to light. Tbe concentration ofcourse offerings in the 10
ajn. and 1 1 a m, tune slots is a real problem for students working oat their
tchfifriit It is also a partial cause of the stadent body's descending on
Lowry en masse at noon, causing the food service staff lo scamble while
trying lo keep up with the number ofhungry students and relegating many
of us to long lines and buried eating. Both of these problems course
scheduling and the crowding of the dining hall could be partially allevi-
ated if "t College offered more courses meeting at noon. Students could
then schedule their courses with fewer conflicts, and tbe Lowry food
service staff would not have such a difficult time trying to aerve the large
number of students who currently eat at noon.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and mot necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Have nofear of
science courses
In his article. Minimali7arion of
sciences denies Wooster students a
more complete education' (Nov. 4.
1994). Mr. Ben WoLdri drew at-
tention to science courses for non-majo- rs,
a group of academic offer-
ings which draw a variety of opin-
ions. Some students may see these
courses as feasible ways to fufm
distribution requirements without
filling their schedules with labs;
some may feel that they have "no
aptitude for science": some may have
had bad experiences or no experi-
ences at all with labs or advanced
science courses, and feel that now is
not the time to explore. None of
these explanations should be rea-
sons forstudents to limit themselves
to non-maj- or courses.
Many of the professors of science
courses for ncevmajon do puta great
deal of effort into the classes they
teach, and those classes may be
worthwhile. However, the skills
emphabasked in courses I designed for
majors are invaluable to anyone; for
example, it is vital to understand
how visual representations of data
can be manipulated (just how many
people realize how inaccurate those
darling little graphs on the front
pages of USA today really are?)
Individuals confronting a health cri-
sis in their family may wish that
they had some knowledge of
anatomy, or autoimmune disorders,
or the numerous physiological ef-
fectscf the treatmentofcancer. And
it would be helpful to have a basic
understanding of the nature of
chemkreactiora involved in ozone
depletion when trying to decipher
arguments between environmental-
ists and industry, or of tbe impor- -
h .Ukty i 4V --A
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Letters
tance of biodiversity when deter-
mining whether support should go
to loggers or environments. Scien-
tific issues m the press arert simple
cases of right vs. wrong, "tree-bugger- s"
vs. the business world. Just
as presentations of political agenda
or statistical representations of the
economy may take on different
forms depending upta theviewpoint
of the party nresentmgthebwso may
expfainations of scientific issues be
altered. Having the aptitude" is no
longer tbe issue. It takes a weD-inform- ed
person todetemiine which
interpretations are actually based
upon concepts in agreement with
scientific principles.
The notion of science courses for
non-scien- ce majors is neither new
nor unique to Wooster. They can be
found in the most el ite schools in the
nation. However, thepriccity placed
upon these courses may take on sur-prisi- ng
forms. At Harvard, Edward
O. Wilson is one of the most distin-
guished members of the Biology
faculty, having developed the field
ofsociobiology and refining the con-
cept of biodiversity, among other
accomplishments. The only course
that he regularly teaches is one on
intro&jCaory biology for the non-scien- ce
major, for be realizes that
students taking that class may be-
come journalists, politicians, law-.ye- n,
or educators. It is absolutely
vital that they understand the funda-ment-al
concepts of biology and in-
corporate these concepts into their
future decirionmaVing processes.
Educational enlightenment will
not be found in only biology, or
economics, or religion, or creative
expression; it is, rather, a combena-tio-n
of all of these disciplines and
the realization of the potentials and
limitations ofeach. Have no fearof
"rigorous" science courses. They
are no more or less rigorous than
November 18, 1994
those which require students to con-
struct well-craft- ed essays or conju-
gate the preterite form of irregular
verbs.
ROB YN MICHELE PERRTN 96
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With so many editorials about
what's wrong on campus, I would
like to write about what is right
It is my senior year. With the
pressure of classes and LS., I found
it necessary to purchase a computer,
but because of financial constraints
I doubted the possibility. Neverthe-
less, I began to search for channels
with the hope that tbe opportunity
might arise. I approached the Com-
puter Sales office with trepidation
some offices are not willing to take
the time to outline all the options
accorded to students on this cam-
pus. However, I was greeted by the
most friendly, helpful student that
detailed to me that Apple Computer
Loan, which permits students to
borrow the money directly from the
Apple to purchase a wide variety of
computers, accessories, and soft-
ware. He answeredall my questions
and concerns thoughtfully, and dem-onstrat- ed
that it was, indeed, pos-
sible to attain tbe appliance that is
the center of so many students aca-
demic experiences.
I explored appliance and clec-tron- ic
stores, outlets, and even other
universities for payment plans and
prices. In comparison, Wooster i
prices were significantly lower. A
processor from Vanderbilt Univer-
sity who compared his university's
prices toWooster's expressed genu-
ine surprise at such low prices from
please see LETTERS, page 5
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The return of Lunkhead '
Why socialists make me laugh
... And the shepherds shall have
nowhere to flee, nor the flock to
escape.
Jeremiah 25:35
I like the Socialists. They make
me laugh. I guess I have a soft spot
for the intel-Jeremi- ah
Jenne lectnally
crippled.
Kind of like the way a fat person in
spandex or Newt Gingrich makes
melaugn. llixe
listening to
them rant and
rave. I liked
the George
Will forum and
I liked the way
the Socialists
protested, I
guess public
T have often taid that DaVIM one's
own way through College is such an
enlightening experience that all of
us should have to do it While this
may not be an option for everyone,
the experience gamed by us, the
few, the proud, the broke, can still
offer insight that all can use.
Let me make it
Todd Lewis clear that I love
giving the College
all of my money, and I am sure that
everyone else does, too. Nonethe-
less, a question has been brought to
the forefront ofAmerican education
recently by Oberlin's experimenta-
tion with a three-ye-ar bachelor's
degree.
The Oberlin experiment was
prompted in part by the example of
British universities, wherein under-
graduates have atf"' for three
years for over a century. The ques-
tion was asked. If British students
can gain a sufficiently enlightening
education in three short years, then
why not American undergraduates?
Why not indeed? While I know
that everyone else shares my honor
at denying the College another
$10,000, there are three reasons why
the idea makes sense. .
First, this GilegeakMgwim many
others recognizes the merit of this
plan, else they would notaward bac-
calaureate degrees to 3--2 engineer-
ing niajoix How can the College in
good conscience give these people
degrees if three years is not enough
way that some people believe that
they deserve a soapbox too just be-
cause the educated, famous, 'well--respect- ed
political
"-;r-
?-
commentator got
his. '
In his letter, Mr. Bums referred to
Fascism as a "conservative political
movement which used violence and
murder to intimidate its opponents."
Well Mr. Burns, I have two words
for you: Joe F g Stalin.
Communism is dead my friends.
People want to own stuff. Not even
Deng Xiao Ping believes this kind
of unholy nonsense any more. The
government can't even deliver the
mail on time and now we want it to
rnn our national health care? The
time io earn a proper education? '
Second, many undergraduates,
especially those pursuing individually-de-
signed majors, often take
enhanced course loads of five per
semester. These people report no
significant problems with the addi-
tional work load. Such a policy
extended across three years would
give students 30credits upon gradu-
ation instead of the present 32.
Additionally, entering the workforce
a year early would mean that stu-
dents could borrow more, reducing
the need to work during school and
freeing time for study.
Third, the emergence ofgraduate
degrees as an option for many stu-
dents means that here, as in En-
gland, students can spend three years
in undergraduate study, confident
that if this time proves insufficient,
then otheroptions are available.
The College would have to in-
crease class sizes by a third, but the
novelty of such a program could
draw promising students, as it has to
Oberlhv We should at least con-
sider a pilot program totest the idea.
As illege costs continue to
inount, ways tominimke the amount
of resources which students con-
sume should be explored. By mak-
ing more rfftrt use of students
time, a three year program would
serve this goal. The College should
confinpftpemgapioneermniisarca.
Todd Lewis u viewpoints editor
The Wooster Voice Viewpoints
Some people cannot resist the temptation to spew
gibberish into a microphone simply because...
their voice sounds neat and loud, the same way
that some people believe that they deserve a
soapbox toojust because the educated, famous,
well respected political commentator got his.
verbal mastur-
bation fascinates me.
I also enjoyed reading Ian Bums'
letter to the editor last week. It
inspired all sorts of madness and
crazed drinking games. In the letter
f OmiM AmfmnA. him ruilVmrgfITU a UUI1U UMVWH WW --.
"perfectly justified." Yeah, what-- problem wiffisociaiism is it assumes
ever. What we saw was lunkhead that people are fundamentally bad.
theater. Some people cannot resist Socialists feel thatpeople win natu- -
the temptation to spew gibberish rally horde wealth and trod upon
into a microphone simply because those less fortunate unless the gov- -
the microphone is there and their eminent intervenes. It assumes that
voice sounds neatandk)ud,tte same peop;wffl djmiwrte and perse- -
3-Y- ear degree a good idea
jot we voice.
cute' as a matter of human nature
unless their are laws orcodes to stop
them. Guess what cousin, it ain'tso.
Call me an optimist, but I think
people are at their core, good. And
thatifgiven a chance people will do
good. Our society is messed today,
yes I know that. But passing laws
and regulations togovern our ethics,
morality, charity and responsibili-
ties is not the answer. And this is the
course which socialists propose to
"
take. Socialism
had its little day
in the sun, does
anyone else re-
member the So-
viet Union?
And where is
socialism now?
Pyongyang?
Havana? The
Massachusetts
Department of Health and Welfare?
Where O lord, will it all end?
Mr. Bums concluded his letter
with a wistful little dream of a "po-
litical alternative to racism, sexism,
homophobia, and an economic sys-
tem based on exploitation." But
wouldn't it be better if we had an
ethical, moral or spiritual
' Jeremiah Jenne is a staff writer
fortteVoice.
continued from page 4
a college store. The fact is that the
Computer Sales Office has only a iu
Descent mark-u-p on their hardware.
parting automatically with 3 per
cent that goes to tne DooKsiore. as
we all know, we pay dearly (out not
without benefit) for the liberal arts
Mfaration that we receive at this
college. Ifindfcrefreshingwhatwe
don thave to pay sodeany tor some-
thing mat will aid us in our pursuit.
Myapplication has been processed
and approved, but the Computer
center is temporarily out of stock.
DanCctfc,directcottittwmpuier
sales office, offered me a substitute
computer to use until my model ar
rived. His concern and ms oner
surprised and pleased me. It seems
like the bureaucracy and red tape
that involves so many offices, nere
andelsewhere, often prevents direc-
tors and supervisors from helping
student Mr. Cottle bypassed me
narjerwetkandmeinconveniencein
order to meet my needs as a student
I am impressed witn tne miuauve
that the sales office and Cottle took
in helping me, with the attitude of
the student employees mat assisieu
tne, and the fact that mis office does
not take advantage of student need
to make a profit I compliment tne
sales office and thank mem for their
help in the pursuit ofknowledge. '
Wi- - KELLY REBMANN95
Sticks and stones may
break bonesmy . . .
"So what vear are you?" one of
my mother's friends asked me last
year. "I'm a first-year- ," I replied.
-
'
--
-
-
"A what?" "A
Robin Oswald first-yea- r, you
know, a fresh-
man," I explained. "Oh..."
I have never understood why
people make such a big deal out of
being PC, or politically correct
Personally, even though I'm a fe-
male, I didn't get bent out of shape
when someone referred to me as a
freshman last year. (This year I
would, but that's a different story.)
In fact, after an attempt at being PC
early on in the year, I reverted to
saying "freshman." I didn't even
get mauled by the PC demons.
Seriously though, a mere name or
word is not going to hurt anyone.
Pretending that everything is okay
by being PC is not the solution to our
problems. The oppressed will not
be freed by calling them the
emancipationally-challenge- d.
Being PC may actually hurt those
it claims to protect by creating a
false atmosphere of equality. Call-
ing someone who is disadvantaged
by a nice name does not solve any-
thing. It's essentially saying, "A
spoonful of sugar makes the medi-
cine go down ..." This medicine is
often too bitter to swallow, though.
Letters- -
Government
panders hate?
TheU.S. publichas given up hope
that society'sproblems can besolved
with benevolence and cooperation.
With the Republican sweep of the
midterm elections nationwide, the
end of an era has been reached.
There were two sides to the New
Deal, Great Society and other more
recem liberal initiatives. The liberal
perspective held that more govern-
ment spending, coupled with good-fait- h
cooperation between citizens
and state, could improve society's
problems. The liberal perspective
originated in an era when the public
held that helping others and extend-
ingpublic money on faith was an act
of enlightened self-intere- st that
would pay dividends in the long run.
The Republican revolution is two-
fold. The first is to downsize gov-
ernment Good idea, but the Repub-Ucansbr- mg
toofficeanother goal of
cynically protecting some sections
of America while condemning oth-
ers. The message sent by voters at is
that the publk is intolerant and will
no longerput upwith welfare recipi-
ents and immigrants mooching off
me government Voters elected
o Republicans torepel "others," those
- diffeiertfromtheniajorityof Ameri-
cans. It was a mandate of hate.
Anna Quindlen wrote in The New
York Tuner. "This sense of
Page 5
The placebo effect is not going to
work. Eventually, those who are
being controlled will realize the in-
justices that they have endured and
will rise up against their oppressors.
They will remember the patronizing
way that they were treated. Hiding
the problem under the rag isn't go-
ing to make it go away. If anything,
it will grow bigger and bigger until
it 160.11068 twice as much effort to
alleviate the situation.
Let's just face it life is not fair.
There's really nothing we can do
about it no matter how hard we try.
Everyone is different Think how
monotonous it would be ifeveryone
were 58", with straight dark hair,
blue eyes and a perfect smile. We'd
have to be tattooed with a serial
number to tell ourselves apart
When I go out to the mailbox, I get
the mail from the postman or
postwoman; not from the postal ser-
vice worker. I may be short, but I'm
not vertically challenged. Santa
Claus doesn't have a weight prob-
lem he's fat Who could get ex-
cited on Christmas Eve for an eld-
erly, abundantly-size- d human bear-
ing favorable contributions? Only
the realistically challenged.
Robin Oswald is an editorial
writerfor the Voice,
force in American discourse." The
idea that "others" are at fault for
society's problems is strong today.
There is no question that Con-gressrnenGmgrich,rle,Pack- wood
and Helms have a mean streak in
them. We all da Politicians used to
be good at bringing diverse sections
of society together, today, intoler-
ance and meanness pay. Politicians
don't get hate mail when they bash
immigrants. When Jack Kemp and
Bill --Bennett buck the trend by op-
posing Prop. 187,they received thou-
sands of vicious phone calls from
voters consumed with hatred of im-
migrants, egged on by "professional.
Republican haters," as George
StephanopoukxcaDRushLimbaugh
and Jerry FalwelL They have suc-
ceeded in pushing the public in the
direction of hate.
Hehns, Dole, Paciwood. Gingrich
and all the new Republican true-believ- ers
have the green light to go
for the jugular with welfare recipi-
ents and immigrants. A certain seg-
ment of society wiD be pleased by
thek punitive policies. Face it
hatred can be a strong albeit tempo-
rary papyr for desperate times.
These aredesperate times, for many.
Still, I'm stunned that Americans
care so hole for their history and
have so little faith in each other that
they allow government to be usurped
by panderers playing to racists.
BENJAMIN BAYER '58
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Prop. 187 step in the right direction or stopgap measure?
The recent debate over PropotkM 187 in California has brought op some issues that are
pertinent not only to California bat to trie rest cf the country as wclL It's about time we started
foinfring wnemij hrrf lyw we want lo control immigration in this MPQO. In Ohio, it's never
been moch ofan issue after all, there aren't loo many Canadian boat
people struggling their way across Lake Erie to End the food life in
Zacfcary Veflleux Cleveland. Bmfmany other statesmtheUnk,Califc
tmwtg thfrnt jiW" immigrants are becoming a marae prooiem.
What to do about it? A person who is residing in the UnitedStates ffiegafly.whoisnctpaying
taxes, and isn't holding a job. at least on paper, does oot have the right to the social serrices
that legal citizens enjoy. Education, heahh care and social security programs are extremely
expensive. It makes sense financially to deprive non-ta- x paying flkgalimniigrants from them.
As a country, we are simply not responsible for Mexico's economic and political problems.
Some say denying anybody these services is nn-Ameri- can; ft is democratic, even
jnhmrnTVL It goes against everything our founding
fathers fought for. These people are righL But they are I mmmmmmmmmmmmm
trying to fix it the wrong wayThey are tightening a I I7)lgOJiWlllfttf I KvoinermchrUwiiha30mmwrench. Our country I IT l"l H M II i v U"
began bycxaungiadoco to pcopte of aH nation. For
years we had a very ncn-diacrimant- ory immigration
policy, but changing times don't allow us to do that
anymore. Yet huge numbers of people still find there
way into our country illegally. For many of them, even
the worst is a step up. It's a serious social problem, and
one with do easy solution.
If Califomians are concerned about the welfare of
these people, as they probably should be. or the welfare
of their cities, which will certainly be affected when the
children of 1.7 million illegal Califomians can no
longer go k) school, they would do a lot more than try
to protect their "right" to attend schools they aren't
paying for. Make them citizens? Give them jobs?
Collect their taxes? Then send them to school. Then
give them access to medical facilities. Then give them
social security. That's certainly one solution, an expen-
sive yet promising one; there are others. The solution
is not to stagger along as we have been with a half-
hearted policy .
Proposition 187 should be seen as the beginning of a
long term solution to a serious problem in California It
The proposition win bar the esti-
mated 1.7 million undocumented aliens
living in California from using governmen-
t-funded schools,social services and
all but emergency medical care.
California hosts about 40 percent of
the nation's estimated 3A million illegals.
The proposition garnered 570AX)
signatures, the most signatures collected
in California's history for an initiative.
Califomians voted 59 percent to 41
percent in favor of Prop. 187 on Nov. 8.
Judge William Byrne Jr. of Federal
District Court temporarily restrained
implementation of the proposition
Wednesday.
Compiled with information
from The Beacon Journal. The
New York Times and Time magazine,
makes no sense lo leave the question of bow to treat a
non-leg- al resident so undefined. Proposition 187 begins to clear things up a little bit. It
removes what, in a sense, is just double standard. Why should they be rewarded for breaking
the law? Afterall, isn't the act of illegally crossing theU.borderactkfcr which detention
and deportation are the consequences? If they nuke it, why are they suddenly Txxrie free"?
Apparently, the majority cCliform
Nov. 8, but this isn't a dead issue. It's only getting started. In the coming months we will be
bearing plenty more about its legality and consequences and how to deal with them.
Californians and other American citizens win be forced to make some lough decisions about
the treatment of illegal immigrants. It's about time we took these questions seriously.
Zachary Veilleux U the editor J chiefof the Voice.
Interested in being an immigration cop? Move on out west!
With the passage ofPreposition 187, every teacher and doctor mCalifornkinight have the
fortune of "cccperating" with tte But what exactly
does this initiative entail?
For illegal inimigran Prop. 1 87 fjrryn Not only win
Irene Kan the trooosition denv undocumented immigrants health care, it will also excel
illegals from California's public seccodary schools, ccJleges and universities.
For doctors and teachers, the "Save Our State" initiative entails moonlighting as immigration
agents, a job that's been forced down their throats. The proposition requires doctors and
teachers to report suspected imdccurnented aliens to the INS.
For Gov. Pete Wilson, the initiative provides the scapegoats he needed to save his office.
Many supporters of the initiative saw the undocumented aliens as a burden to the state's
economy and blamed the state's budget deficit on them, and Wilson took advantage of this
golden opportunity. Wilson often cites the figure that illegals cost California some $3
billion annually for federally mandattd services in health care,education and iricarcera-t- k
three-fourt- hs of the stale's deficit, Wilson claimed that by barring illegal
immigrants from receiving prenatal servies and from entering nursing homes, the state
win free up $90 minion annually for legal residents. Others complain that illegal
immigrants "steal jobs" from legal residents.
But what Wilson and other Prop. 187 supporters didn't think of are the repercussions
ofpassmganuiiuadveof thisruture. Wilson's falsified argument is that by withdraw-in- g
public services lo illegal immigrants, we will "Save Our State" of our economic
burden. However, dose inspection yields the following scenarios: a young woman is
pregnant for the first time, but she is afraid to go to the hospital for prenatal care because
she is undocumented. Nine months later, her husbani has to rush her to the emergency
room because she is having birth complications. The doctors finally have to perform
cesarean section to save the mother and the chM. How exactly is the state saving
money? From the use of the ambulance? Or from the c-sec- tion that the doctors had lo
perform on the mother due to lack of prenatal care?
Second scenario. A 13 year-ol-d is expelled from school because ofhis illegal status.
He begins hanging out around the neighborhood park and finally ends up with the
"wrong crowd" and begins stealing. Again, where is money saved in this situation?
From the extra patrol cars needed to keep up with the increasing crime rate? From
imprisoning this 13 year-ol-d or from the property damage caused by the crime?
The logic of undocumented immigrants "stealing" jobs from legal residents might
have its merit, however linle there is, but the problem doesn't lie in the fact that there
are illegal immigrants. -- The problem is (hat the government does not penalize the
employers wbenhey hue inegals. The empkyen often only get a slap on the wrist and
iiothingmore. How can a person accuse arjotheroTtealing" when thectjeauhanded
to them on a planer that marks (4.25hour? Penalizing the illegal immigrants alone is
ineffectual, the punishment must begia at the level of the employer.
It is simply naive ofProp. 187 supporters tobelieve thai immigration refom can be schi
by kicking iTJfgal ftlildrrn OUt Of irtMXl 4 withdrawing heahh care and welfare fmrn illegal
for they will not disappear into thin air. This initiative will begin a vicious cycle as soon as it
becomes law. Children wfll be thrown out ofschool, aime rates win increase. Withoutproper
education, unplanned pregnancies will also rise and mothers will have more birth complica-tionsd- ue
to lack ofprenatal care. AsiniilarTexasUwbarrmgilkgalsfrompublks
held to be unconstitutional in 1982. This vicious cycle will continue unless the courts uphold
that ruling and declare Prop. 187 uncqtstinitionaL
Irene Kan, a California rtadent, is the managing editor of the Voice.
Dangers of the 'that's just my opinion' syndrome
The TV screen flickers on and you see a
man dressed as a cowboy approaching a scant-il- y
dad woman in lingerie. She pushes him
onto the bed and the cowboy tears off the rest
of Iter clothing. Her husband zooms in with a
camcorder.recording every detail, the camera
angle rrreraJm only every
Andy Duker other body part. The two
gyrate wuary tor a minute or
two as the woman's flaihhark voice i
for the benefit of the audience exactly how
great the sex was.
No, I am not describing a glimpse of the
Pjayboy channr.1, somehow scodentaDy added
to Lowry's cable package. This program can
be wisrhrd from your own room, oa yourown
TV hooked ap to the College's aerial antenna.
It's oa a program called Network One, shown
onWAI-TV29everyaightfroral2lo6.- Tbe
above scene was part of a sitcom called "Di-
vorce Law," a show with the weak plot of a
nan of lawyers HrwTirng divorce
each other. Similar sc
into mis plot with more rrgrtlai Ity than the 1-9- 00
phone sea contsaercisls that intscrspt the
show every five minutes.
.WhsgjiwzsBXwi&ifciapic&as? Besides
this channel's being pumped into our rooms
unreqnested. some would say that these shows
are wrong, that they degrade both the people
who participate in them and the audience that
watches them by influencing and reinforcing
sexually stereotyped views. I agree. Others
say that ft is wrong to encourage sexually
prccruscuousbehavkr.especiallywilhAIDS.
I agree with this as wen. Then there are those
who say there is nothing wrong, mat those
who choose to watch the channel should have
every right to do so. and any action to restrict
such a right b censorship. This is the point at
which nstpevpkcommertsomethirigtothe
effeaof.npersonairy believe diMais wrong
to degrade people in this fashion, but I believe
that others should have the right to watch it. if
they so desire." This bwltere the real prob-
lem lies. Tins is wiu is rta&ywrccg with this .
picture; it's act that there are naked people
walking across my television screea at night.
it's the "I dbat acres with ft, I dunk it it
'syndrome.
Iiscsxcthiax is wroEfcis wrong. The (act
that you or anyone else whose frrJingi you
might hurt has an opinion on it doesn't make
itsy Jets vxob JsUbcbbs &u&&tcx&ii&ixcDA
to be as inoffensive as possible, to be politi-
cally correct, to state what you believe and
then back off and say Tut that's just what I
think." Admittedly, in the past I feel I have
been as guilty of this syndrome as anyone
else, but recent events (mainly my Introduc-tio- n
to Philosophy course) have prompted me
to examine exactly what I believe, and why.
If you say you believe something to be
wrong, you should have facts enough to back
it up, and you should stand behind ft. This is
not to say that you shouldn't listen to other
views on a subject. Yoa should take them into
cccsideration and, if they have a point, ac-knowi- edge
it. If they don't, ten them. Al-
though I ckn't agree wiminany of his views,
I admire people like Rush Umbaugh who are
bold enough to state what they believe and
stklssound when the shithits the Can. It takes
courage to stand up for what yoa believe. -
Shows Qdb "Divorce Law are wrong be
set of tovrmtrirtg sbonil be a ilaaa cor-- ..
euatitbtxwcca two peopte. and should not be
paraded on television for others to gspo at. It
sho bad taste and poorjnornem on thepart
cWAiTVtoittaacAccspccBosz3uc.
show like "Divorce Law" on public airwaves.
I should not be forced consistently to have to
flip through something that I find offensive
when finding something to watch.
Pornography is wrong. I am not afraid to
state this because I have reached this conclu-
sion by intelligently thinking about and ana-
lyzing the issue and rnaking the deciskn based
on the available evidence. As a journalist, I
recognize the need to protect an individual's
right to free speech, but as a human being, I
feel I must take a stance against the degrada-
tion ofmy fellow humans. It isnot the content
of this stance, but the stance itself which
icptcjcnu a step forward in the decision-
making ptocesi. The dual sits of asserting
one's own beliefs arid defending the rights of
societyarebeing slowly erodedin thenameof
tolerance. It Uinrportara to realize thataU of
as hae (fifJereot beliefs, tad those whodc--
respect, far from those who passively
od accept all of them, are those who
attivcry seek out the truth Cor thereat! fes and
am not afraid to stand by ft. : --: r ?
Andy Duker is the assistant editor
Vctai.'
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MACARONI AU FRO MAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51 PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp Cheddar (grated)
12 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)
1 cup milk
3 tbs flour
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt
Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter, and iix in flour over low heat . Then, stir in milk
Ifote: For ycnir nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stories.
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Majors at a Glance
Communications ... English ... Music ... Theater ... Comparative lit ... Education ... Music Education
By RACHEL POPE
majors; ibis year, they split 58 majors equally
between them. The first (be commanica-f-xf
fftpHf major is divided into three
general areas: rhetorical studies, which deals
with how people use pemmioa through
speech; media studies, which focuses on the
difference between media and face-to-fa-ce
fwwmniiifoWi; mm! fgnanl rnmmiMiicarion
theory, which is the study of face-to-fa-ce
Three-quarte- rs of tne j
fp straight into business On the other hand.
inoMoftheconimnnirarirwsdenoesandd
orders majors go on to graduate scbooL This
major involves a broad background ta the
sciences and social sciences, as well as work
in the commomcacion lab and courses. Rod
Korba, chair of the depaiuitent.com mmtrd.
"We are going to be actively involved in
commancation for our whole fife. The study
of communications makes passive knowl-
edge about communications active and ap-
plied knowledge."
Korba also said something that applies to
other majors: "We leach people to think well,
write well and speak welL" This statement
especially applies to the English major. Deb
Shostak, professorofFngTish and chair of the
comparitive literature committee, said that
this major is for those whdTove reading,
writing and thinking about langnage.'L Ac--
Biology ... Geology ... Chemistry
By ROBIN OSWALD
Science majors not only offer a
variety of course offerings and top-
ics for study, butalso allow students
to enter a wide range of fields after
graduation.
A biology major, for example,
prepares stu
dents for careers
ta medicine, re-
search, industry,
education and
the environ-
ment. Accord-
ing to Floyd
Downs, depart-
ment chair,
many Wooster
biology majors
go on to gradu-
ate or profes- -
sional programs,
while others ap-
ply the knowledge that they have
gathered to other areas. Downs said
that environmental issues are fre-
quently discussed, as are the study
ofgenetics and molecular as well as
ecological issues. Biology classes
are relatively large at Wooater. par-
ticularly introductory and interde-
partmental courses. Laboratory
wcrk is frequency inccrporaied into
upper-lev-el study.
Almost half of Wooster chemis-tr- y
majors pursue higher education.
edocafional and researching careers
await Chemistry majors after they
leave Wooster. A basic knowledge
of mathematics is helpful, as is an
understanding ofbiology and phys-
ics. According to chemistry major
Dana Moore 96, majors in the de-
partment can go on to a variety of
differeitt careers, inchxingresearch.
work in a mutfuiu
the chemical indus-
try. "Yon can do a
kxof things," Moore
cos on
cording to Shostak. an English major is appli-cab- le
to all jobs because it emphasizes ana-
lytical and writing skills, talents needed in all
fields.
The comparative literature major is rela-
tively small compared to the English major.
The discipline
does not have its
owa depart-mea- t,
but rather
involves course
from several de-
partments, in-cl-ad
ing Ea-glis- h,
a foreign
language and
classical stud-
ies. So, accord-
ing to Shostak.
if you are inter
ested "in think-
ing about issues
said. Tmgomg to
library.
The quality of
Wooster's geology
depatincnt is well-acknowledg- ed,
ac-
cording toMarkWO-sofl- ,-
department
chair. Geology
classes generally to-su-ch
as Earth pro--
evolution, energy sources
and environmental issues. Wilson
said that a student who majors in
geology has many career options,
including educational, governmen-
tal, and cwuonincntal occupations,
and that a great number of geolo-gis-ts
are involved in exploration for
coaL oil and fas, as well as re-
searching renewable erjergyscOTCS.
Like other science courses, intro-
ductory classes may have 30 to 40
students, while advanced classes
typically have fewer than 15.
mt
in a cross-cultur- al
manner
through literary texts," this may be the major
for you.
But if it s not, maybe a music major is right
for you; it also serves a wide field. A major
m music involves IS music courses and is the
"least professionally oriented" of the majors
in music Students interested in a career hi
masic can also earn a Bachelor of Music
degree from Wooster. This involves 24
.v
French
By IRENE KAN
coursesnd has three dtvisksir performance.
fompfflritv?. mmc history and literature.
Most people with a Bachelor of Music go on
to graduate school to perform or teach.
The other option in the music depaitincnt is
a Bachelor of Musk Education. This major
involves more
what you should do wuh your Lie
and what classes to choose, here
are some "gglrin1 from a mere
choices: an empha-
sis on public school
teaching, or an em-
phasis oa music
therar Theempha-
sis oo teaching leads
to a career teaching
music, while some-
one who majors in
music therapy might
work with special,
education students or
in retirement homes.
This department
graduates between
eight and 15 majors
each year. Brian
Dykstra, bead of the department, commented
on what is so unique about Wooster's music
program. He said, "Not only do we have
majors for professional experience, but we
have extensive opportunities for non-major- s.
There are up to 10 classes available to (hem in
this department,and atnrobqofpe
groups open to everyone." . , '., - t
.
Also; underrbe category of 'rdrntoitioe
German
As a senior, I no longer have the worry of "picking
the right major" the only thing left to do is to figure
out what rm going to do with this psych major ofmine.
But for those ofyou who are still struggling and hoping
to getsomcdSviiie inspiration about
Are yoa interested in traveling?
How about teaching? Politics?
Law? Business? Regardless of
your goal, having a second, oreven
a third, language under your belt
always helps. As John GabrieJe,
chair of the Spanish department,
said, "We try to show our stu-
dents the importance of having
the second language.... that bilin-
gual arxliry is necessary and help-
ful m the future."
But it is also important to remember that having a
bachelor's degree in a foreign language alone is often
hrniffirirm SharonSbelry.actingchairof the French
department, concurred, saying."! is an sdvantage to
have a solid background in one foreign language Ibut
iavingaB.A.mBrcncha1flnebn Elena
SokoL professor ofRussian, suggested that it is "good
to combine foreign language with another field, such
as economics or history." In facCmterdisriplmary"
seems to be the buzzword of Wooster's language de-
partments. If a foreign language major interests yon,
expect to study materials from otherdisciplines as weD.
Richard Figge. chair of the German department,
commented thatlGerman is a good liberal arts major
which leads to where your imagination takes you" and
combining German with other majors such as business
majors is Wooster's theater program. Ac
cording to the 1994-9- 5 catalogue, oar theater
depfftmertf enables stacks Soexpkre them-
selves and others through the literature, his--
tory.nirkfm.arlrwirin,inf
drama and dance." The major involves 11
courses of study which range from directing
to acting to backstage production. There is
also a modern dance track in the theater pro-
gram which teaches the practical such as
technique, choreography and production as
wellas the scholar, which involves history,
theory and criticwm of dance.
Education is the only mmormrMt selection
of majors. Though education is often a major
at other schools, Anne Gates, chair of the
department, doesn't see this as. a disadvan-
tage. Shesays,"In oor program,students have
a liberal arts background and professional
training." The department offers three op-
tions: students can earn both a teaching cer-
tificate arid a mmcr, justa certificate, v
minor. Earning a minor doesn't enable one to
teach, but itdemonstratesan interest in educa-tio-n
which can be furtheredm graduate school
So. that's about it, but if yoa have any
questions let me refer you to the department
staffs. The individuals are generally all very
friendly, and will go out of their way to help
students understand rheir various majors. So
if you have the time and the confusion, make
an appointment and learn aboutyour prospec--
UTV UGJU Wl WUUJ. .
Spanish Russian
and economics is even more useful because "they sim-
ply multiply the opportumties" for you.
These prospects range from teaching to business, and
social work to the Peace Corp. Many foreign language
majon have already experienced this variety ofoptions
through their independent ttndier One German major
studied at the Institute of European
Studies in Berlin and investigated
how the reunification is affecting
people's lives. A Spanish major
contrasted newspaper reporting of
the fall of Manuel Noriega in the
American media with that of the
Nicaraguan media. A French major
hada taste of the cinemawhen study-
ing the movie"LesNaiuSaavager."
A Russian major took a historical
turn and studied the "Untruth of the
Chernobyl accident."
Having a degree in a foreign lan-
guage also opens up orher alterna-
tives forstudents. Slielly commented
that "the program provides access to
the Francophone world and the wider world through
French language, literature, and culture it really is a
program that is wide open." This kind ofopenness also
applies to the Spanish department, where the major
combines four objectives the linguistic element, cul-
tural knowledge, language trfTT, tnrt literary analysis
and enhances students' skills fat these areas. As a
German major, you win have the chance to attend a
Study Travel Seminar and to spend some time at
theatres sa the German-speakin-g wor
and Berlin," sccording to Figge. Traveling is also an
essential element in a Russian major's curriculum:
according to SokoL atypical stndetf would study abroad.
So here yon have k. the whole gamut of possibilities
that a foreign language major offers. After all. that's
what college is for so go and explore the world! .
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By EMILY DUNFORD
Wooster offers several majors in
the hnmanirics they including reli-gionsttndin.h- lark
stnrtiej, women's
studies and philosophy.
The catalog states that religious
studies fosters Ta clearer, deeper un-derstan- dinf
of the place of religion
in the human experience." Ishwar
Harris, chair of religions studies,
explains mat the curriculum is com-
prised of three general areas: .-"- The
first religious thought, second, re-
ligion in its historical perspective,
and third, religion in society.'' De-
partmental course offerings include
"Religious Thought and Action,"
"Buddhism and Biblical Studies.'
By EMILY DUNFORD
The physics, math and computer
science departments offer a range
ofcourses forbom the student ptan-nin-g
to major in one off the subjects,
and the student who is simply inter-ested- in
a specific class.
Physics is described in the course
catalog is me Fun-
damental science."
DwJacobschairof
the department
noted that the top-
ics generally cov-
ered in physics are
"the foundations of
physics whichastu- -
dent starts oawtta
in a relatively simple introductory
sequence then moves ontomore ad--,
vanced courses." Gwrsc topics in-
clude ThenxialPtryiics, Mechanics
and Astrophysics. Wooster's two
electronics coursesare notcommon
at the undergraduate leveL Physics
majors can move on to graduate
school, into research fields or into
torv and aocioloev. Courses include
"Black Literature and Culture,"
"Black Nationalism", and Twenti-
eth Century Africa." According to
the catalog, die department, chaired
by Josqphine Wright, seeks to culti-
vate "an Afrocentric perspective on
the history and culture of African-Americ- an
people." :
Qjurses offered m the philosophy
departmem range from "Existeiitial--
l tot The"Tlu PhitosoDhyHi lntmlw nfo Art.'ft.1
According to the catalog, ptuToso- -
phy sees toncmsnnuaiism con-
ceptual thinking, careful reading of
texts, and rational argumentation.'!
. Women's Studies, chaired by
Carolyn lirham,cffensuchcaffses
.nVnmM in Mnsie" and"Womeft.
According to Harris, majors can en--. Power, and Politics ; each, accord- -
IffT rKlf fnrtirting --mrnlfl" , mg VJ UK quawg, VX waimn.nu m
law school, a teacher in a private help Tnake central the relation snip
school, or journalism." :r.iV
Blackstndcctainsalarge num-
ber ofccirses which are divided into
tOdifferratffihtrsTka.sorneof which
are music, philosophy, theater, his--
between the theoretical and experi
mental understanaing. uurnam
notes that it is "unique for acollege
the size of Wooster to have a major
in Wnmen'i Studies." . . "
Physics ... Math ... Computer Science
sunai career in cwiyiuci nmw
and related areas ofcorrmuter appli
cations." Students cheese from such
courses as Computer Programming,
Algorithms and even Computer Ar-
chitecture. Computer wizards who
major in the subject can find jobs,
according toCharles Hampton, chair
of the computer science and math
departments, inMany- -
lei :
thing from systems
analysis to technical
sales representatives
todesigning software
and others business
upputtunitifts "
The Math major.
according to Hamp
ton, offers a variety
t eianea inclndinc Calculus, Lin
ear Algebra and Statistics. The cata-
log explams that program "pro-twM- M
mlr the nrnndwark forboth
the understanding and the practice of
inatbemaDCS to graauaie smay, ana
teaching." The major can lead to a
careermmedicme,law,barJtingand
fhiMKial managemenL HaoDton
nMntioned one student's LS which
'designed a rating system ftr sports
described in the catalog, gives "a teams and accurately predicted the
sound tesic training for a profes- - Super Bowl winner.
The- Wooster-- w-..- Voice Feature
firstappears. ... It's
than the actual dif-adde- d,
however,
sometimes do bet-
as undergraduates
their coursework
level. Aneconom-stodentstowaitun-concentrateinapar- -For
those who
broader under- -
tion, John Gates,
enltnm."
tween them as it
more the name
ference." He
that students
ter to stay flexible
and not specialize
until the graduate
ics major allows
til grad school to
ticulararea.
would like a
eraduate edoca--
chair of the Inter--
natinnsi Relation cfmminee. suggests that IR allows majors
to enter various fields, and that their undergraduate major
Classical Studies
By AARON SXRYPSKI --yy
Study of language, namely Greek and
lttn, is strongly emphasized in this de-
partment. :. Students study texts ranging
from the epic tohistory, each in die work's
original language. Courses in classical
civilization, history, mythology, etymol- -
c.arwarchecaogy.nowever.ao noire-- -
quire prior knowledge of Greek or Latin.
Prospective majee Emily Reseigh '97 believes that
"our whole society is culturally, politically, socially
and religiously based on the Greco-Roma- n era." She
wants to stndy classicsv'to better ttnderstan4 our sock
ety-yo- u have to go back to its toots." - --fIf you like studying the past, but would prefer an-
other approach to the topic, maybe archaeolc would
suit you. Accordmg to the calatog. the spectrum ofthu
department includes "science, history, languages, lit-
erature and religion." The stod is fre
focus on a specific areaofstudy, an archaeology major
may emphasizen i art nistory,"7.-- -.classical suxues, swuu
By ANDY DUKER
VirJrintf fnrs maiordeal--uw av it u
ins with thehuman experience, then
rWV twit the trcial xciences. The
departments oflustory, psychology.
sociology ana anmropoiogy ou
wide range of both course and ca--
reer options.
- Students aaajonng m usury enu
tm in mm fin law school to semi- -
nary and from business to graduate
. .- - T f
WOTK, SCCOnung w jamca nwiy,
chair of the department "History is
avery broad; infbrrnationalrnajor,"
ne said, we soxss m our cuunca
f,pwmnt.l tHn thtnkinr rath-ri-M
inftvmation and writing and
communicating that information in
a way that s cormxenensioie. Be-
cause history is so broad, majors
pjmuuet their own curriculum in
conjunction with their advisers.
Their only requirement is to take
eight history courses and LS.
Past and present LS. topics in the
department have included "Elvis
Presley: An AmericanSuccess,'' "To
Hell and Back: The Effects of Re--
coristruction noon theLives ofAfri
iWiti crntact her.
can-America- ns" and "Romanian
Nationalism: From Revolution to
Legitimacy." ..
Psychology majors can become
comiselors, researchers, teachers or
social workers, or can go into busi-
ness among other things, according
Iff tfftruK ThrwnpfMr chair of the
psychology department
--Psychotogyuoneof mosedisci-plin- es
that makes contact with ev-
eryone," Thompson said. "Every-
one has some kind ofpersonal psy-
chology," or way of dealing with
life, she said. Tsychology helps us
onderstand who we are as well as
whoother people are." Psychology
students learn not only the course
rfifffrftnia, but also how to "scruti-
nize evidence, criticize arguments
and lck for alternatives." Although
there are no simple answers, stu-
dents are encouraged to attempt to
make a conclusion and support it
wu facts, she added.
Recent LS. topics reflect the di-
versity of the research. "Percep-tion- s
off sexual harassment on acol--
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Economics . . . International Relations . . . Political Science . . . Business Econ . . - Urban Studies
......... . . i. v. . Pollockw doesn'tint'tnMnrilvdeienmnenecessarily d ter in their latercarecr.e . Majorscci chooseBy JENNIFER SCHUPSXA
The politicsgame: for those who enjoy playing it,Wooster
offers a number ofmajors in govenunent-relate- d areas of the
yftyial sciences.
Wooster's ecooomics department offers two majors, eco-nomi- cs
andbusiness economics. According toGenePoilockV
chtr pf the tepTtrncnt, tVhireineM eerwnraics major prima-
rily atfry" itndenta who plan to enter business immediately
after graduation; be said that the separate major was created
after faculty contacted local businesses and found that they
desired more applied comae work from prospective employ-
ees. Business oooiwnk majors can spend a semester in an
internship either locally or abroad; Pollock said, "Our stu-de- nts
have been given positions of responsibility in business
firms." addmg that firms recognize thac college students can
k. wwnAir tlim in Wvt iMirifinir more than cooving and filing.
Black Studies .. Women's Studies
Religious Studies ;.. Philosophy
As for the difference between the two majors.
commented. II you look at tne catalog, mere nonsmwa
difference be--
the political science, history or economics departments as a
base, and must study a second language. The program was
reworked within the last few years, in order to "focus the
coursework on global problems," notes Gates.
For those with an interest in US politics, Wooster offers a
major in political science. A recent student's IS, titled The
Impact of the Reagan Presidency on the Inner City," reflects
this interest. Majors enter such fields as taw.public service and
governmental service, as well as teaching and political analy-
sis, said political science major Jamie Cbristenaen '96.
According to urban studies major Karen Zirnrner 97, the
urban studies major offers students the opportunity to find
social work, police work and jobaassoriatcdwim city admin-
istration. Majors takecore sociology, economics and political
science courses, as well as specialized urban studies courses.
The urban studies committee is chaired by Jim BurnelL
Archaeology ... Art History
Arrrin tntheeatalog.airhaeology graduates may
enter such fields as "leaching, museum curaiorship, or
Theclassicalstodiesdepa The degree is also a good sprtag- -
FaJkner. focuses on the basis of most Western liters-- , board into gradnatn irhooi , altowny students to broaden
nnriimcient Greece and Rome. According to the their academic horizons further. Vivian Holhday. the
coursecatalofctbestiidyofclas
duction to the essential ai'wmptioiis ofour Some students seek yetanother means
of looking at the past, and find what they
want in the art history department Art
history.chairedby Dudley ArnoldLewis.
seeks to "allow the student to develop an
imderstanding of and a sensitivity to the
visual am past ami present,"
Arthistory courses, the catalog contin
ues, center on "aesthetic questions, the
creative act and with the investigationof works of art
within their social, religious, cultural and context." Art
history is a diverse major, with aspects covering almost
every facet otthehnmaniria;ittgxaduaff can become
anyming from teachers to curators to critics.
The studio art major permits "direct involvement in
the creative process," according to the catalogue. A
studio art major can lead to jobs in architecture or
industrial design, or positions as a freelance artist,
commercial illustrator, advertising illustrator or medi-
calV illustrator,iuiuawt wwwsaid Mollymm Ewingw '97.- - The program alsoinrinrfM intmetkvi lemtired forcertification for teacb--ZZZZZZT. f voa'ni interested in exoressing
science ana nistory, or science hnwaiw . . . - -
choyieldsaslighu differedccload,as well as yourself in forms such as drawing, panning, sculptureuKuwKwsww. ,f Mmnhn thifl imv ha the maior for vou.
I differing niterpretauons oc wraxviuy men. - ' " -
Psychology ... History ... Sociology ... Anthropology
Ikm cmmiia aceordinff to DOwer re--
lationshrp. level of harassment and
gender differences" and "The useof
imagery to aid in higher levels of
dream recall" are two examples.
If you are interested in studying
cultures, whether foreign or famil-
iar, working in public relations, per-son- nd
or sales work; or holding a
job as a social worker or in places
like the bureau of the census or a
museum, then the sociology or an--
tnropology majors might be foryou.
Sociology and anthropology deal
with issues like public policy, pov-
erty and aging, said Charles Hurst,
chair of the department "Poverty
policy is a hot issue right now," he
said, citing recent welfare reform
proposals. Also, "with the aging of
the population, ... gerontology has
become rrore important" he said.
LS. topes in sociology and an-tnropoL- ogy
have included research
on issues like "Attitudes about gun
control," "Child abuse and neglect:
Causes and remedies" and the effect
of after-scho- ol work on school
grades and self esteem.
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The Wooster Date Company perform for the first the this year om
The performance it held ia Freedlaader theater, bat all three shows arc
wishing to attend caa six the waiting Bit.
Dance Gompany-wil- r
By SALLY THELEN
The Wooster Dance Company's
fall performance began last night in
Wishaxt Dance Studio and will mn
through Nov. 19. Consisting of six
ffyVf--f -- gt iq4n1 pieces, the
showoffersa wide variety of theme
and music styles. The first of the
two concerts to be produced this
year, this performance
provides an informal at-
mosphere wberas the She
spring
in
concert,
FreecUander,
pre-
sented to learn
will be more formal. design
Kim Tria, artistic ad-
visor
learn
ofthe Dance Com-pany.- is muchproud of the stu-
dents involved in this organize
year's show.
The fall performances
provide a time for the student chore-
ographers to express themselves
through dance. She describes cho-
reography as a chance to leant and
explore.. She explained that each
time a person designs and works
with a dance, he or she learns more
about the craft and reveals a-- lot
about themself. It is a chance to
.
ctgani7 one's thoughts into move-
ment. , y '.-T- V -
' , Tria described her role in the pro-(tirti- nn
of feepcTfoiirutnLeasTary-in- g
from helping with the dances to
providing a shoulder to cry on."
Her support has made this show
possible.
. JMcrjrDhnvulnn oj377..Gotftic.
literature, violence and The Beastie
Boys may seem impossible to the
less ereadve, but somehow the Dance
Company has made it happen
through the expressive an ofdance.
The choreographers, both "new and
seasoned" in dance experience,
range from Cm-yea-rs to seniors.
Elizabeth Staroch 93 haschoreo-
graphed the fim movement ofa five
describes choreography as a chance
and explore. Each time you
and work with a dance, you
more about the craft and reveal
aboutyourself. It is a chance to
your thoughts into movement,
movement piece, to be completed
anrf premiered in April's concert.
The dance uasrnaO pan ofStaruch's
LS. on the construction ofvampires
in 19th and 20th century literature.
Annie Bruno 97 and Amelia,
Sutton 97 found that their piece,
which they originally planned on '
being all jazz, has developed intp
something more lyrical due tJhe
sapvement and expression. Brnno1
described the piece ar "more jup :
- beat" than the concert's otherpieces
because no one dies ar the end. ' r '
.- - '
-
piece to Leonard Cohen'a music;
from the movie TNaunal Born Kin?
en.Z.ZW4iWf. Wf(TYrW,$r
pfeoto by B&ITT ANY BULLAJU)
TfcTsday, Friday and Saturday. .
already sold oat. Stadeats '
delight not loortorf
irnsnalar glamour that ricence
has achieved in pop culture today.
Pride feels the piece portrays "bow
a per son can be rtr humanized by
this" and how it "affects you no
matter how much you try to get
away from it."
Alison Flint 97 and HeatherWil-
son 97 co-ehoreograp- hed a dance
to the sounds of the Beastie Boys.
Other choreographers
include Jenna Fried,
Rachel Jackson "97 and
Christie Powell 98.
Tria believes this con-
cert will provide a
to realize that there is an
outlet to express them-
selves through move--
"" ment and performance.The Dance Company's
next auditions for the spring show
will be held in January. Tria stresses
that no experience is necessary be-
cause "dance is much more than
doing steps." -- -
.
'
.
The audience is invited to a pre-conc- ert
"exoneration" that will start
at 6:45 pjn. .Thii is a time for the
company to improvise and to have
fun. while the audience caa see what
dance is really about: exploration cf
;--
'-;aelfc-- f: vV.;;;:;
Because of the limited seating in .
Wishart Dance Sodio, all the tick-
ets are sold out Anyonewho wisher
to come is encouraged to sign upnoo
the waiting list. Student tickets are
free. The show begins at7fLnw
Grant Lee
aTcrowfJ pleaserCONCERT REVIEW
ByTOMKARPF
I had recently been to Cleveland
to see Jeff Buckley and I doubted
whether Grant Lee Buffalo could
potccarxuerpqfornance. Itwould
not be easy, what with Buckley's
acrobatic, soaring voice and the in-vexuivesctindscjrxshe- sfldhisbaod
create. Still. CrantLee Buffalo and
their opening act. Giant Sand, came
close. - -
Giant Sand played an hour set of
what at moments could have been
called country-roc- k. But the band
does its besttodefy easy categoriza-
tion, switching from acoustic, speak-singi-ng
banartt. to (listorabn-lade- n
freakouts, to Jazzy, insuumeatal
moments, often within the same
song. It was sometimes hard to
pinpoint exactly where each song
began and ended. The band pos-
sessed a very relaxed stage manner
which could have been mistaken for
slovenliness. There were moments
when the band seemed to forget tbey
were playing a show. This tendency
also provided a freshness to their
mid-stru- m. Whether this is a tigs of
authenticity or lack of rehearsing is
not clear it is probably a bit of
both. Band leader Howie Gelb fre-
quently switched from guitartokey- -
board within songs. The other band
members kept shooting glances at
him, checking to see when the song,
was going to shift gears, orjust stall.
SAB brings virtual
reality to Wooster
By CLAY DAETWYLER
Virtual reality comes to Lowry
Center today, at 4 pjn. The Travel
and Recreation committee of the
Student Activities Board has ar-
ranged for a demonstration of four
virtual reality simulators in Lowry
Pit by the Kramer Entertainment
Agency. Students are invited to try
out the systems. ". :.". -- . .
' VirmaliealiryisasystemfiYsimu-lalin- g
an en v ironmentviacotnputer.
A typical virtual reality system is an --
arrangement cf equrpiscr.t whklP"
delivers 'cItt?.: ct ta ycur i : iscs' ;'
tZi sliowing you Jo control Uie-computc- r.'-'
,:?;. ?'r-- !
I The si" ? tr.ay consist cf video C ,
screens, aulo Speakers and other ?'
transrniners designed to fool your i'
.
sensei nub celievmg th yod are
experiencing something other than "
Lowry. The person generally --cm-
Buffal
There were some annoying sound
problems during the first half of the
sec A srxaker hum triat made you
feel like yoa were going to
hemorrage. Gelb kept saying things
to the soundman like. "Is that me?"
and Xan yon fix that?" Finally the
soundman figured out what was
wrong and the crowd breathed a
collective sigh of relief. Grant Lee
Phillips and his drummer came out
to do a song at the end of Giant
Sand's set. There seemed to be a
genuine comradene between the
bands. The impromm song they did
was one of the highlights of the
night.
Grant and his band came out
swinging literally. Phillips gave
the huge, onstage chandelier a push
as the band launched into their even-
ing song. It was a dramatic and
defective device to catch the eye,
the chandelier swmgmghypnoucally
as they played. Little else was needed
in terms of visuals. .The sheer vol-m-ne
and emotion poured forth in the
crowd's at lent ion. Everyone seemed -
Airly thye-ss- g with' ttianyanas
and propulsive than their albums
would lead you tobelieve. Ihavent
beard their first one, but their new-
est, "Mighty Joe Moon," is exce-
llent Phillips' songwriting talent is
apparent throughout. He has s great
knack for tying the personal the
please see GRANT LEE, page 9
trols the system through gloves or
hand conools which interpret your
rnovements to the computer.
Common applications of these
include rotational uses, such as
Dowing students tovkariousrytour
a medieval monastery or examine
the nucleus of a carbon atom. An-
other common use is to control
rofcotics.suchas the devices recently
.
designed by Carnegie Mellon Uni-versir- yto
investigate and repair dam-- ?
aged nnclear faciliues, without re--",
quiring a person to enter the reactor.'
: --The jHmuirora being brought to :
Lowry Center Lcluis driving end .'
flight siaiublors. Z x.h devices serve ":
ct
a dj.:,l purpcz z: ia r-Ui-iion to teach-- ;
ing the user how to operate a vehicle --
or aircraft, they also could be see as
incredibly realistic and complex --
vuko games.' '
This event as sponsored by SAB'
andi6-availafetoj(u4eat-
st.
Lestat says: I va
suck your blood
MOVIE REVIEW
By NAT MISSILDINE
Admittedly, it'i difficult to ap-
proach Neil Jordan's new movie
"Interview withaVampire" without
some serious skepticism. After all.
the film stars some of Hollywood's
most-want-ed heartthrobs, Tom
Cruise, Brad Pitt, Christian Slater
and Antonio Banderas, whoall, with
the exception of Slater, play vam-
pires. This sizzling assortment of
mythic bloodsuckers that personify
lewd sensuality more than night-
marish horror leads one to assume
that the film may be anchored solely
on hunk-itud-e, causing it to topple
flat onto its pretty face.
Not to mention that the movie is
based on a novel by Anne Rice who
faniousiy embarrassed nerseuby de-
claring her steamy novel unfit for
the big screen and then backpedakd
when she saw differently, taking out
a two-pa-ge ad in theAew YorkTimes
fawning over Neil's Jordan "faith-
ful' depiction. Add to these many
rondbkxks the tremendnype this
long-await- ed adaptation has re--,
ceived. promising to doom, the:
nwvic! arrival tobring simply anti- - --
clhnacyrWithianfJUioKicSjWPdPt
mgsgmnstiCtfaeutlcokfbr'Tnter-i-vie- w
WUh aVampire" was forebod-
ing. But director Neil Jordan and
Cruise and his gang generally do an
expert job of sustaining the film's
lifeblood.
The story starts from the inter-
view as Mauoy (Slater) is asking the
questions to the now century-ol- d
vamp Louis (Pitt). Louis stoically
narrates in retrospect beginning with
his "birth into darkness" he likes to
call it. He introduces Lestat(Cruise),
the most purely evil of the vampires
and the most exciting, who is the
giver of Louis immortality. Ini-
tially, Lestat is only glimpsed in
startling flashes, his furious bine
eyes zooming out of the shadows,
his teeth soaked in Louis blood.
The fun seems to be just around the
comer when Lestat hisses to Louis,
life has nomeaning anymore, does
it? What if I could give it all back to
you?"
Too bad Louis doesn't enjoy it
itselfwith huinner-torme-m in
being a preternatural killer. Not
only are we to see the world through
vampire eyes but wenowmust learn
to understand the psychological
ramifications of blood sucking that
melancholy creatures like T mis en--
A - t M - - - - .fcoure. warning bu jmuhe iub
vampire's dire predicament is not
material for good, aeartrpoonding
honor nor Is k particularly what
thrill arrllng vamp lovers want to
sec. ttlsbardP feelmucasTinpa&y
fbrtabdeviLSo,wtikLomtk
sandy plays out the vampire verstonJ
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of a wet blanket, Lestat and his vi-
ciouscreation, Claudia (played dev-
ilishly byKirsten Durst), roamNew
Orleans devouring French ai isloci ats
and prrwiitiilfSi
This segment of the film utilizes
all the wickedness ofthemyth of the
vampire that has fascinated and si-
multaneously terrified horror fans
for ages. Fates are dished out to
victims with chilling ease matched
by a refreshingly dark humor. It's
so easy you almost feel sorry for.
them,' Lestatprofesses after finish-
ing one of his evening "meals."
Much of the strengthof these scenes
conies from Cruise's ability to cap-
ture the cruel spirit of Lestat He
loses the cocky, teenage idol image
and wields considerable power
through Lestat. avoiding his pre-
sumed plight of seeming miscast.
Withastyle unlike his previous roles,
it is hard to take one's eyes off
Cruise, being more flamboyant and
darkly charismatic than any other
recem vampire portrayal. He makes
the daily escapades of the undead
look like a blast.
Unfortunately, a return to Louis
and a shift of scenery to Paris takes
- some of the. life out of the movie,
: Bold bomoefoticism remains as k
hasr4hr9agtogfcceUo jtacoUhMtoAA
Talk of wanting one another is fre-
quent and scenes where the men
appear to be inches from a kiss are
overtly stated. Earlier Lestat and
Louis have engaged in much seduc-
tive neck-bitin- g. Jordan,as hedidin
"The Crying Game," does not shy
away from these provocative im-
ages, which is reassuring. Some
moviegoers who came for a more
conventional take on the sexuality
ofthese fiends may be dlssappointed.
Jordan has fathered a successful
adaptation here, although be owes
debts to Cruise, dnematographer
Phillip Rousselot, who received an
Oscar forhis work in "A River Runs
Through It," and Stan Winston, de-
scribed in the credits as "Vampire
make-u- p and effects artist."
Rousselot maintains the gray.hannt-in- g
atmosphere in each setting and
Winston adds the touches of the
fierce eyes and almost transparent
skin with thin, blue veins peaking
through in the facet. '
Despite possible misgivings, the
cast and crew ensure that this tale
lands on its feet. Perhaps it is not
worm the twenty-ye- ar hype it has
leceived since the novel hit the best-
seller list, yet it fares more favor-
ably than most current cinema op--
So, never fear,uncoveryour eyes
from behindyourbtand "Interview
Witk A Vampire" is not, by any
--fi 1 1 iiJia faflmft-- At RiriW
publidy attestwe should beboth
stunned and delighted by this final
nanjt-.i.- .
Scot band
-- z. . A I
at McGaw
r er .-- r-':i
NEWSSERVICES
The Scot Band gave a free, pub-I- k
concertat 4 pjn. last Sunday at
the McGaw ChapeL
Directed by Nancy Ditmar, as-
sociate professor ofmusic, the band
was condctedby drum majors Amy
HarreQ '93 and Eric Burkhart '96.
For the fourth year in a row,
Wooster bead football coach Bob
Tucker was the guest conductor of
thebandmaperformanceorolack
A. Gold." a traditional Woosterjschoolsongq fS OITf
. Trumpeters Kevin Hunt "97,
Michael-Thom- as Sweeney '97,
and Jeff Kinat 97 performed with
the bagpipers in "Exit Scotland.'
Several traditional Scottish High--
Grant Lee
continued from page 8
sociopolitical check out "Side by
Side" and "Rock of Ages" (not the
Def Leppard song). On "Honey
Don't Think" the sweet harmonies
of the chorus implore, "Hooeydon't
think about it too much ... don't
thinkyou're liable to figwe me oul"
The album itselfcan be described by
these very words at times. Phillips'
best songs have both an immediacy
that grabs you and a murky, dream-
like quality that holds you at arms
length as you stand entranced. It's
not surprising that they are one of
die bands being considered as an
opening act for RJLM.
One can hear many echoes of dif-ferentart- ists
on"MightyJoeMoon."
So far I have had sightings ofDavid
BowieBeato("MockingbirdVthe
title track). Robyn Hitchcock ("It's
the Life"), and an occasional Eddie
Vedderinostryjustm the sound of
Phillips voice. The album has an
acoustic feel to it, akhough dtstor-t- k
is woven m and out of the mix
with some frequency. AB m all I'd
recommend Grant Lea Buffalo and
their album "Mighty Joe Moon, a
stirring, evocative attuny
penorms
r
Chapel
r pbo by BRITTANY BULLARD
land dances and bagpipe section
also performed.
Scott Weaver '95, who plays the
trumpet, and James Folk 9S, who
plays the baritone, were the solo-
ists for musical highlights from
"Fiddler on the Roof."
The Scot Band also played a va-
riety of music from this season's
football halftime shows, including
"Moorside March' by Gustav
Hoist, "Durango" by John Higgins,
"Allegro Barbara" by Bela Bartok
and ?San Juan Odyssey" byRolandBwne3p
non was featured in ine oannt- -
let" by Chris Brooks, "Russian
Trepak" by Pyotr Illich
Tchaikovsky and "Can Can" by
Jacques Offenbach.
4108 Burbank 345-875- 5
The Swan Princess (G)
12:30. 2:30, 530, 7:10, 9:30
Star Trek: Generations (PG)
12:05. 2:35. 5:10. 7:40, 10:05
Miracle on 34th St (PG)
1225. 3:00, 5:25. 7:45, 10:00
The Lion King (G)
12:45. 2:45, 4:45, 735, 935
The Professional (R)
1235, 2:55, 520, 7:50. 10:15
Interview with the Vampire (R)
12:15. 2:50. 7:00, 9:40
The Saata Clause (PG)
12.-0-0, 2:15, 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
Frankenstein (R)
2:40.7:45
Stargate (PG-1-3)
1220, 3:10. 7:05. 930
The Specialist (R)
12:10,5:05,1020
The River WHd (PG13)
1230, 230, 525, 7s45. 10:10
NfMM TNZ&MMrf
tit
FRIDAY, NOV. 18
Virtual Reality. Lowry Pit, 6
pjn. until midnight. Come try
out the next generation of
computers. Free!
Video: "Lawnmower Man."
The Underground, 8 p.m. $.50.
V
i- - Q
Movie: "Philadelphia."
Mateer, 730 pjn. Part of this
fall's First-ye- ar Forum series.
Free!
Red Pin Special. Scot Lanes,
9 to irpin. --w. "
SATURDAY, NOV. 19
Movie: "Philadelphia."
Mateer, 7JO and 10 pjn. Free!
r
1 1
ml
Trip: Cleveland Flats. Spend
the evening dancing to techno
music in the big city. Departs
from Lowry at 10 pjn., return to
campus at 3 ajn. $2 deposit
plus club entry fees and
spending money.
SUNDAY, NOV. 20
Movie: "Philadelphia."
Mateer. 730 pjn. Free.
SnakPak distribution. Come
check out your free snak pak
complete with pop-tar- ts and
powerbars. Lowry Lobby, 5 to
7 pjn.
MONDAY, NOV. 21
Snak Pale distribution.
Lowry Lobby, 5 to 7 pjn.
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'The Killers': a veritable classic
VIDEO REVIEW
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
Apart from Andrews Library and
Blockbuster, there is a place to find
quality films The Wayne County
Library in downtown Wooster has a
good selection ofolder and foreign
films, as well as some films you may
nave trouble finding at Blockbuster.
And the rental fee at the Wayne
County Library, 75 cents, entitles
you to two days of viewing before
you must return the video.
The movie I chose to review this
week is The Killers," which was
produced and directed by Donald
SiegeL This film wac produced in
1964 and features Lee Marvin, John
Cassavetes, Ronald Reagan and
Angie Dickinson. The Killers' is
based on a Ernest Hemingway story
by the same title, and focuses on two
assassins, Charlie and Lee (Marvin
and Gulager), who are hired to kill
an ex-ra- ce car driver by the name of
Johnny North (Cassavetes). The
movie begins with Charlie and Lee
walking into North's present place
of employment, a school for the
blind. Charlie and Lee walk into
North's classroom, ask him his
name, and after North answers, kill
him mercilessly. Charlie and Lee
are instantly charismatic: they're
wearing suits with thin ties and sun-
glasses. Charlie packs a revolver
with a giant suencer on the end of it
which be carries around in a brown
briefcase. The gun is a curious
weapon, since he also packs a re-
volver in a belt holster.
Immediately following the kill-
ing. Charlie and Lee are on a train,
destination unknown, talking about
the hit. Charlie's unnerved: he
can't figure out why North didn't
run when the killers walked into his
classroom. Tve done some hits in
my time, and when a man has a
chance to run. he does," Charlie
says. Lee, his younger protege,
thoughtfully responds. The first
thing your told in this business is not
toask questions." But ask questions
they do.
It's a fascinating premise. Two
The secret of Charlie's saccess, his
case. The Killers" also stars John
killers are investigating why their
victim didn't run from them, but
they can't get any answers from the
man because he's dead; the killers
are trying to uncover some detail or
nuance of a man's life. The killers
break every rule of their business.
They get involved and they get
greedy. They find out that North
was involved in a million-doll-ar mail
robbery and they follow the trail of
information to. the. .person, who
bought the contract on North's fife,'
Jack Browning (Reagan). But the
killers aren't thieves of anything
more than life, or at least aren't
successful thieves. When they tangle
with Browning in the end, partially
for the money and partially because
ofthe emotional burden thatNorth's
story game it to them as it unfolded
, it is too much for them.
The substance of the film is
North's story: why doesn't a man
run when given the chance? This
plot is wrapped up in his affair with
SheilaFarr (Dickinson) and the mfl-lion-do- Uar
mail robbery.
The film is an excellent example
of some of the finer filmmaking of
the earlier decades. The film man-
ages to work through its story with
tapping and vocal sounds." said
Fries.
"Another composition is antipho
nal in character with two choirs of
percussion instruments play on op-
posite ends of the stage. Two other
works use a large amount of equip-me- m
needing versatile performers.
Another piece hasa theme and varia-
tions style while constantly chang-
ing meters. In addition, an arrange-me- nt
of Spanish composition using
.
all melodic percussion instruments
wifl be performed."
For more information, can the
TnndeTfepatTTOJttaT2o3319:
Percussion Ensemble
to give concert
NEWS SERVICES
The Percusssion Ensemble win
give a concert at 4 pan. on Sunday,
Nov. 20. The performance, which is
free and open to the public, will be
held at the Scheide Music Center in
the Gault Recital Hatt.
According to Thomas Fries, the
ensemble's director, six works de-
picting different musical styles will
be performed on a variety ofpercus-
sion instruments.'
"One piece will be without instru-
ments, but siH utilize knee slapping.
haul ilq.yug.fliJgct saaJlngyfoot
by ASHLEY VAUGHT
big gun and the leather carrying
Cassavetes and Chi Gulager.
an efficiency of story telling and
with an economy ofdialogue (due to
Hemingway's influence, no doubt),
which is also believable and at times
charismatic. Films with simple plots
like The Killers" have to concen-
trate on details like these. To tell the
truth, the payoff in The Killers"
the reason why North didn't run
isn't that impressive; but it's the
stylistic devices the film employs
which makes thejviewing such an
engrossing exrjcriehce. What film--'
makers are learning today, perhaps
more than before, is that making a
film isn't so much about the story,
but about the telling of that story.
And while Hollywood may not be
capable ofbreaking out of its defini-
tive modes of story-tellin- g, the suc-
cessful filmmakers are those who
make plot exegesis an art Donald
SiegeU with the help of the talented
Lee Marvin and John Cassavetes, is
a fine example of such an artist. If
you liked "Reservoir Dogs," many
of the ideas expressed in this review
should ring a belL
I suggest taking a trip to the Wayne
County Library and finding out for
yourself wnaj The Killers" and
other films from its era can contrib-
ute to the bankrupt lot ofcontempo-
rary films.
Concrete Blonde gets
credit where it's due
New album reveals base ofmodern rock
ALBUM REVIEW
By ALLE PARKER
When children of the sixties look
back on their generation they recall
such musical giants asJimi Hendrix.
The Beatles, JanisJoplin and Cream.
The seventies featuredmonsterrock
sensation Led Zeppelin, and when
we lookback on the musical legacy
of our generation we will be able to
note supergroups like U2, RJEAL.
Nirvana and Pearl Jam.
However, underneath the layer of
legendary groups in any generation
is a collection of bands that are just
as artistically important and influ-
ential, yet not as well known. The
Association crafted pop in the six-
ties along with Jefferson Airplane
and The Who, but no one ever really
rernembers their contribiuion. Led
Zeppelin was by no means the only
mover and shaker in the 1970s, and
underneath the glitz and glamour of
our own musical times many groups
continue to make music that is far
more groundbreaking than what is
being done by RJLM. orPearl Jam.
One such band is Concrete Blonde.
Perhaps most well known for the
inclusion ottheif Leoiard Cohen
SharonRobinson cover"Everybody
Knows" in the film "Pump Up The
Volume."Concrete Blonde has been
making records for eight years.
Hailing from LosAngeles, they were
named Dream 6 until fellow IRS
label-ma- te Michael Stipe made a
comment about the difference be
tween the band's tough side and
soft, soul-searchi- ng lyrics.
Since then, the power tno of
Johnette Napolitano, bass and vo-
cals, James Mankey, guitar, and
Harry Rushakofi, drums, have been
known as Concrete Blonde.
Over the past eight years. Blonde
has released some of the most influ-
ential records in the formation ofthe
entire "alternative" scene. Recently,
IRS Records has released a compi-lati-on
entitled "Still In Hollywood"
Enjoy your break, BUT while you are
chowing down on turkey and
sitting in front of a warm fire,
PLEASE LOOK AROUND FOR OLD
CLOTHES AND FOOD
THAT YOU DONT NEED! , t
7770 women of Bryan House are having
a clothes and food drive after Thanksgiving,
so Ifyou contact us we will pick up your things
oryou can drop them offtat 1439 Deal! Ave!
All proceeds QOlpJJirsUackey'js hW2&V:L
November 18, 1994
' that presents some of Blonde's best
and rarest work on one album. In-
cluding live takes, rare cuts, and B-sid- es,
"Still In Hollywood" presents
a portfolio of the work of one of
America's most under-appreciat- ed
bands.
"It'll Chew YouUpAndSpU You
Out," a bonus track on the CD ver-
sion of the band's debut release,
starts it off and sets the mood for the
entire project. Theband'slive theme
relates the environs of Concrete
Blonde's seedy, dark colored roots
in the shady club scene of Holly-
wood. The lyrics, "There's a mil-
lion stars, itU blow you away, it's
aU so concrete blonde, still in Holly-
wood" sum up (be heart and soul of
the tune.
Live versions of "God Is A Bul-
led" dedicated to the LAPD,"Roses
Grow" and The Sky Is A Poison-
ous Garden" reveal the raw emo-
tional power of Napolitano's vo-
cals. The best live track, however, is
Tomorrow. Wendy." Questioning
the justice of the AIDS epidemic.
Napolitano wails. "I told the priest
don't count on any second coming
... He had the balls to come, the gall
to die and then forgive us ... No, I
don't1 wonder" why omarow
Wendy's going to die." The picture
painted and message imparted are
both tragically chilling and alarm-
ing.
Other cuts on the album are no-
table as well, like an acoustical ver-
sion of "Joey" and a cover of
Hcndrix's Tittle Wing." Together,
the cuts work to outline the talents
of one of the best unknowns in
American pop. Listening to"S tin In
Hollywood" reveals the progressive
foundation of modem rock. Pick it
up, spin it. and give credit where it's
due.
MFAYIES&
u 11 CAR RENTAL
CHECK OUT OUR
CHAMPIONSHIP SERVICE
WOOSTER
4536 Cleveland Rd.
345-762- 5
tOCU Of HATKHYflDl itWVAIIONt
cau rou mm conmuhtoi
H-800.PA-
YLESS
0 Low Rtt- - Dttly. WMfc rfkKnf
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Trinity rolls over FigMing Scots 31-- 0
Wooster wraps up disappointing 1994 season with a 1-- 9 overall record
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
.
Akng,difiacot season came to a
close last Saturday as the Fighting
Scot football team dropped a 31-- 0
decision to Trinity at John P. Papp
Stadium. Wooster finished a disap-
pointing 1-- 9 overall, including 1- -7
in the North Coast Athletic Confer
ence. TheTigers finished thrirrego-la-r
season with a 10--0 overall mark.
They will now ready themselves for
the NCAADivision inTournament
which starts tomorrow.
The story was the same for the
Scots against Trinity. They were
dominated on both sides of the balL
Trinity racked up 482 yards of total
offense to Wooster's 119. and the
Scots also tamed the ball over six
times.
"They were a dominating team. I
give them a lot of credit," said
Wooster head coach Bob Tucker.
"We hadn't played any common op-
ponents, so I couldn't tell exactly
how good they were."
Wooster played Trinity even for
much of the first quarter, but two
costly mistakes really hurt the Scots.
With SO seconds remaining in the
first quarter, Scot quarterback Scott
Amstutz97 was sacked and fumbled
the ball at the Scot L-yardl- ine. The
Tigers took mecltsA.aa. $etft6rs
play from scrimmage following the
Amstutz fumble, quartcrbackSteven
Wbeelis found Heath Houghton in
the end rone for an 11-ya- rd touch-
down pass.
The Scots received the ensuing
kickoff and two plays later fumbled
again deep in their own territory.
This time tailback Nick Boeder 97
coughed the ball up on Wooster's
19-ya- rd line on the last play of the
first quarter. Later, Wbeelis ran the
ball in himself from four yards out
to put the Tigers ahead 14-- 0.
"The two fumbles at the end ofthe
first quarter really hurt us," said
Tucker. "We couldn't recover from
those two quick scores."
The second half was no different
as Trinity's defense continued to
apply the pressure to the Scot of--
Fiaharia. Earn up to $3,00044000
per-- month. Room and Board!
TranaDortation! Male or Femate. No
experience necessary. For t
information call:(2X) 545-41- 55 t A 55621
Open House
Overboil House B & Bfl. 1473
WotMier.Ohiol
BeaD Ave.
Nooa to9 PJa- -ji t wv. ,
Visit the Historic Overholt House
Bed and Breakfast decorated for
Christmas. The public is invited
free of charge.
--Xlf
photo bjr BRITTANY BULLARD
Defensive back Travis Booker 96 returns a kickoff in the Scots 31-- 0
loss at the hands ofTrinity last Saturday. In addition to
returning UckofTs, Booker also recorded an interception.
feri a yield aotomg0TJhqts
were unaoie to cstaPHsn a running
game, ending the' contest with 21-yar- ds
rushing.
On its first two possessions of the
second half, the Tigers proved they
could hold the ball and convert the
drive into points. Two long, sus-
tained drives to start the third quar-
ter, yielded a field goal and a touch-
down. Trinity led 24--0 at the end of
three periods ofplay.
A 32-ya-rd pass play from Wbeelis
to Jon Bryan closed out the scoring
with 7:33 remaining. Wooster re- -
-
fcsedtogfe upvef 'ItdcOiv
the call down to tne Tiger one-ya-rd
line with approximately four min-
utes remaining in the contest On
second-and-go- al from the one-ya-rd
line, fullback Chris Solis '95 was
thrown back fora one-ya-rd loss. On
third down and fourth down
Amstutz's passes fell incomplete.
Individually for the Scots, Bjorn
Lake '97 and Matt Haas 9S were
named co-defens- ive players of the
game. Lake recorded 10 tackles,
and Haas made 11 tackles and re-
covered a fumble.
r- - Matsos
Family Restaurant
154 W. Liberty
The only place in all galaxies ii
to get a spaghetti pizza.
Authentic Greekfood. Gourmet
pitta, delicious desserts, 10
discount for students
Just a reminder...
If you picked up or were sent a
Resident Assistant application, it is due to the
Office of Housing and Residential Life
by 5 pjn. on Friday, Nov. 18, 1994.
We look forward to receiving your application.
Real Books
Real f&dple
Monday-Saturda- y 10-- 9
: Sunday 1- -5
The YVbosto Book Company
...where minis end imaginations meet
205 West Liberty St, Wooster. Ohio
(216)262-1- 6
"
--
V'"..-. S" J C---
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The 1994 season for the Scot foot-
ball team was one of great
disappoinment. The loss of many
players due to graduation and inju-
ries severely hurtWooster'schances
ofimprovmgonthe2-7markofla- st
year's squad.
The Scots began the season with
two straight losses, first to
Kalamazooat home, 34--0, and then
to Ohio Wesleyan in Delaware by a
score of 21-1- 0. Badly in need of a
victory, the Scots rebounded at borne
and recorded a shutout win over
Oberlin, 24-- 0. However, the enjoy-
ment felt after the win over the Yeo-
men was short-live-d as the season
took a decided downward dive, as
Wooster dropped its final seven con-
tests. Along the way, Wooster was
shutout by four separate teams, an
indication of a young and inexperi-
enced offense. ,
The offense was absent in the fi-
nal three games as the Scots dropped
contests to Allegheny (62-7- ),
Kenyon (14-0- ) and Trinity (31-0- ).
"We were simply not big enough
;--ong enough on the offensive
line to compete," said Wooster head,
coach Bob Tucker. "Our line was
smaller than every team we faced,
ifrindftg V
Statistics tell the tale of the Scots'
season. Wooster was outscored by
its opponents 305-7-9 and outgained
405.6-208.5avecageyardsperg-
ame.
Also, the. Scots had only 49 first
downs to their opponents 115, and
the Scots turned the ball over 32
times to their opponents 19.
"Our kids worked hard over the
course of the season, but it was a
tough season both mentally and
physically," said Tucker. "We did
not improve over the season, and
that was a problem."
NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
LSI
ENVELOPE STUFFING
$600-$80- 0 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Com-Patt-ibl- es
Flowers &
Gifts
149 N.Grant St.
Wooster
(216)264-865- 4
(800)726-865- 4
Your all-occasi- on florist.
10 student discount tven on
regular priced kerns picked up or
delivered in Wooster.
We wire flowers all over the world.
All major credit cards accepted.
SOPHOMORES
AND
JUNIORS
IT'S TIME TO
APPLY FOR A
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
POSITION FOR
THE 1995-9- 6
ACADEMIC YEAR
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
until Nov. 18, 1994
at the Office of
Residential Life
located in
Babcock Hall.
Applications due
by Friday Nov. 18,
1994
in the Residential
Life Office
Sports
Information i
Hotline
(216)2632066
CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK "95
America! 1 Spring Break
Company! Cancan, Bahamas,
Dayton & Panama! 110 Low-
est Price Guarantee! Organize
IS friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions! (800)
32-TRAV- EL
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
earn op to $2 ,000mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-To- ur companies.
Seasonal A Full-tim- e employ-
ment available. No exp. neces
sary. For mfo. call i-zud-634-046- 8exLC55621.
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organiza
tions and Small Groups to Pro-
mote SPRING BREAK 9S. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION' S
LEADER, INTERCAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-32- 7-6013
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Scot, Lady Scot swim teams dqimpate
Despite decided advantages infavor of theTigers, Woosier's teams overcame
By CINDY JARVIS
"We need to exceed oar capabili-
ties to accomplish our goals," said
bead coach Keith Beckett This is
what Beckett told the swim team
before their meet against
Wittenberg, and the Fighting Scots
did jest that
TheFighting Scots were supposed
to have the toughest meet of their
seaaon lastSaturday, it turned oat to
be an easy victory. Everything was
mWinenberg'sfavor: the meet con-
sisted of 100-yar- d events, 200-ya- rd
relays instead of 200-yar- d events
and 400-yar- d relays, and there was
no diving. Beckett was given a
choice, and he agreed to the
Wioenberg coach's wants. He knew
the Scots were a stronger team and
the scores of 139-6- 5 for the Scots,
and 129-7- 5 for the Lady Scots
proved it.
The men dominated the freestyle
events, taking firstand second in the
I XXX) freestyle, 200 freestyle and
500 freestyle. Dan Parker 98 cap-
tured first in the 1,000 (10:40.40)
while co-capt- ain Paul Caviglia '95
took second (10:44.42). Kris Marr
97 won the 200 freestyle (1:50.68)
and the500 freestyle (4:58.00) while
Ben Chak 98 was second in the
200 (1:50.80) and Caviglia was sec-
ond again in the 500. Chak, Parker
and Erik Black 95 swept the 100
New coaching staff, attitude have
Head coach Roxanne Allen and her staffhave Wooster
By LARISA FRICSONS
MIA PEAR CE
The Lady Scot basketball team
returns this year with a new coacb-in- g
staffled by head coach Roxanne
Allen and assistant coach Laura
Stanffer. Coach Allen comes to
Wooster from John Carroll Univer-
sity.
Using her reputation asarebuilder.
she hopes to turn the team around
from a 5--19 record from last year.
Coach Stanffer, who played out her
successful career at Baldwin
Wallace, looks to assist in building
a winning team.
The Lady Scotroster is filled with
familiar faces from last year plus a
few new ones. In an, Wooster re-
turns 10 of last season's 12 letter-winne- rs.
The three seniors are
Christy Antle 95.TeriTaHman 95
and Jennifer Miller 95.
Antle wfll be returning to her post
position. She was also last year's
leading scorer and rebounder, aver-
aging 123 points and 8.1 rebounds.
For her efforts last season, Antle
was named honorable mention An-Nor-th
Coast Athletic Conference.
TaHman, anotherpostplayer, will
be win her. leadership stills this
-- T rJ- -
The Scot and Lady Scot swim teams
meet last Saturday.
butterfly, securing the win for the
Scots.
Co-capt- ain Debbie King '96 and
Carolyn Knox 97 were both triple
winners, with King taking first in
the 200 medley relay (1:56.72), 200
individual medley (2: 17.45) and 100
breaststroke (1:12.04). and Knox
winning the200 freestyle (2.-02.55- ),
100 freestyle (57.98) and 500
freestyle (5:28.46). - Carrie Sergi
'97. Kristin Riker '97 and Candy
year to assist the Lady Scots as a
team co-capta- in.
Miller returns with her determi-
nation and hard work in the guard
position. Last year she was second
in scoring, averaging 8J points.
Miller will also be one of the Lady
Scots co-capta- ins.
Other returning players include
Carrie Headrick 97. Headrick
proved herselfas a quality playerby
starting 23 out of 24 games and
scoring an average of 7-- 4 points per
game last season. An outstanding
athlete, Headrick, who has already
earned AD-NCA- C honors in both
voUeyban and track, win hope to do
the same for the Lady Scots basket-
ball this season.
Suzy Sipes 96, returns as one of
the most experienced guards here at
Wooster. She has been a consistent
starter since her first year. Despite
only being ajunior. Sipes is perhaps
the most experienced of the Lady
Scots players having .started 48
games throughout her career, nxre
than any other current player.
Patty Taming 97 is also return-
ing to the Lady Scots. Turning
averaged 4j6 points and three re-
bounds per game.
Kim Harris ;wSto
The Wooster Voice Sports
photo by BRITTANY BUIXARO
dominated Wittenberg ia a
Panigutti 98dominated the distance
freestyle events sweeping the 1,000
freestyle, with Sergi in first
(11:15.76), Riker in second
(11:41.58), and Panigutti in third
(12--03.95- ), and taking first, second
and fourth in the 500 freestyle with
times of 5:28.46, 5:38.81 and
5:57 .53 respectively.
"We definitley showed the con-
ference who the better team was,"
remarked assistant coach Brian
the team in the backcourt this year.
Harris appeared in an 24 games last
Susan Enbanks 97, another re-turni- ng
sophomore, wfll expand her
role as wing as she fights for more
playing time.
Jan Thompson 96 wfll be return-
ing as a post player after recuperat-in- g
from a serious ankle injury which
she sustained last summer.
ShereenHejazi 96, coming offof
cross country season, wfll use her
athletic ability to assist the team.
Newcomers to me team are Lisa
First '96. Denise Drescher '97,
Heather Dales 98 and Lorah Way
98.
Way has earned a spot in the start-
ing line-u-p at point guard for the
Lady Soots following her outstand-
ing pre-seas-on play.
The returning talent plus a new
coaching staff is expected to make
this season a success. The Lady
Scots first five games wfll be played
at home. The first of these games
wfll take place tomorrow, where the
Lady Scots win take on Ooerbein at
2 p.m. On Tuesday afternoon,
Wooster wfll host Mount Vernon
with a 7-3-0 pjn. tip-of- f.
Vereb. "We own them," Vereb re-
marked.
"The men have a strong team this
year." commentedBeckett. "Bnt
overall, the conference is more tal-
ented also."
Top leiumecj for the Scots are
Matt Kacenga .'97, Marr and An-
drewWuridexfcy97. Kacenga,who
is currently battling a shoulder in-
jury, holds the 100- - and 200-- yard
bat I stroke records and made pre-
liminary national qualifying cuts last
year in the 200 Eackstroke. Marr
came in lastyearas an average swim-
mer but made phenomenal time
drops. Ifbe equals those time drops
this year, be has a shot at the na-
tional meet. Wunderiey is the Scots
top sprint freestyler who will be a
key member of all the relays.
Outstanding newcomers are
Chalot, Parker, Vince Dalchuk 98
and David Rottersman '98. Chalot
willjoin Wunderiey todominate the
sprint freestyle events; Parker win
fill a void in the butterfly events;
Dalchuk will contribute in the back-
stroke events; and Rottersman
should be the top male diver in the
conference. All have national quali-
fying potential.
- This season the goals of the team
are to move up at the conference
meet, qualify a relay for nationals,
and qualify individuals for nation-
als. Qualifying swimmers for na
for the wins
tionals is an important goal since
Wooster will be hosting the meet at
Miami University.
This is a rebuilding year for the
Lady Scots. They graduated nine
seniors, six of which had attended
the national meet at some point in
their college careers. "We lost num-
bers and a pool of talent," said
Beckett. "We don't fed we've re-
placed all that we have tost in terms
of conference points and national
qualifiers," commented Beckett
King, a nine time AD- -American is
critical to the Lady Scots' success.
King's main events are the 200 and
400 individual medley; she took
second in both at the national meet.
Knox is a four time All-Americ- an,
and, as a first-yea- r, qualified for the
national meet in the200backstroke.
LizHelstein '96 is also a four time
Ail-Americ- an in the diving events.
Sergimate preliminary national cuts
in the200 butterfly.and Peggy Teale
96 made the consideration cuts in
the 100 backstroke.
Key newcomers are transfer stu-
dent Riker, who specializes in the
distance freestyle and backstroke
events, Panigutti, who win help the
individual medley events, and
Wendy Vaerewyck '98 who win
add to the strength of the diving
please see SWIMMING, page 15
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Lady Scots excited
headed in the right direction
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Co-ca-p tala TertTallnuui 95 takes a shot daring practice earner
this week. TaHmaa wfll be caSed oa to provide leadership for a
team with onrjhnJ5iy! 1www;wfrr- -
November 18, 1994
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Craig Bradley 95.
Craig Bradley
Class: Senior
Position: Guard
Hometown: Avon Lake .
...
High School: Avon Lake
Major: Psychology
--
,..; ' 'V ty'l i i - v ;
What b the best thing abort
playing basketball for the ,
Fighting Scots? Competing at
tbe highest level of Division m
basketball in the country.
What goal(s) have yon set for
yourself or for the team this
season? To make the NCAA
Tournament and advance to the
Final Four.
Which is the team to beat in
the NCAC this year? Xenyon.
Who is your sports Idol?
Steve Kerr.
Coach Moore: "Craig is afine
all-arou- nd player. He worked
hard once again in the off-- --J
season to improve his game ,
further.' y. ;
-- C..'
Trying to determine Bradley's
bratatmpatesonabasketball floor
can be very frustrating for oppos-
ing coaches and players.
. With bis ability to shoot from
the outside, Bradley can alter the
coarse of a game very quickly. - .
Steady improvement has also
been a Halrmrk of Bradley's
career. PtayirtjinaI127gncas
a sophomore, Bradley finished
second in thenation in three-poi- nt
field goal accuracy after a disap-
pointing first year.
NEWSX3MCES
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Jason Zerger . JeitHamilxon
0&P&?. Class: Seniors :v-:- k :T"
Position: Forward
Hometown: Canton n
High School: Glen Oak
Major: Mathematics
What is the best thing about,,';.
. playing baskftbaB for the.
Fighting Scots? .Being part of a '
winning tradition. .From a ri.'.
Division III jXTspective the
College has one of me most J V -
successful progianis awl firiest fm
support in me country. r .
What goaKs) have yon set for.
. yourself or for the team, this
season? IndividnallyI wantto .
establish myself as a consistent
defensive player and rebounder.
For the team, we want to win the
NCAC regular season and --
tournament, make a Final Four
appearance in the NCAA Division
n Tournament and be the number
one defensive team in the country.
Which is the team to beat in the
.
NCACthis yKenyon.;, . a
Who Is yoorsports Idol? ,' Chris
Muffin. ... "
Coach Moore: "Jason came on
last season, elevating his play,
and proving himselfas an
outstanding defensive player."
Zerger made a giant leap last sea-
son from a relatively unproven
player to a consistent, reliable and
important member of the Wooster
basketball program.
Zerger's raw basketball talent and
athletic ability has inspired respect
among his teammates end orrtonents
alike.
' NEWSSERVICES
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Rowell Fernandez 97.
Rowell Fernandez
Class: Sophomore
Position: Guard
Hometown: Northfield
High School: Nordonia
"Majorr Undecided; o.iw 3-ay- ;3
What Is the best thing about
playing basketball for the
Fighting Scots? Playing under
a great coach and playing for a
. traditionally winning program.
What goal(s) have yon set for
yourself or for the team this
season? Contributing
offensively, minimizing
turnovers, and being a good
leader. -
Which is the team to beat in
. the NCAC this year? Kenyon.
. Who Is your sports idol? Craig
Bradley.
Coach Moore: "Rowell has
learned a lot and become a
better player. He will be seeing
slot of time Ms season."
Yon might say that Fernandez
is a player sfightry ahead of his
time.
uhisfimyear.hejurmright
into the thick of things, logging
important P" while tarw"j
hisfirstvarsiryktter-e-rf
..two first-yea-rs to do so last sea
ton. uachievmgthatfeat.healso
tolidifiedhispctionasoneof
the Scots npiidongi&2 stars.
With onejunicrm the program
and only one other tophoraore,
Fernandez will be counted on
heavily now and in me figure.
NEWSSERVICES
Position: Guard '
Hometown: Wormington
High School: Wormington
Majon History
What b the best thing about
playing basketbaD for the
Fighting Scots? Playing and
winning with a great group of
guys.
What goal(s) have yon set for
yourself or for tbe team this
season? Advance into the
national tournament.
Which is the team to beat in
the NCAC this year? Kenyon.
Who is your sports idol?
Dennis Rodman.
Coach Moore: "Jeff should
help us this season as a strong
floor leader."
In order to determine Harniltion's
prospects for the future, one must
'first look to the past
A dedicated member ofWooster's
basketball program for the last three
seasons, Hamilton has spent time on
every level within the team, and he
has contributed in all areas. He has
played for the junior varisty team,
added enthusiasm from the varsity
bench, and played crucial minutes
during important games. But this
season, his final one, it is his intelli-
gence and leadership that will deter-
mine his role.
Theconsummate pointguard, it is
Harnilton'sdefense that allowed him
to grow into his role as a team leader
for the Scots.
NEWSSERVICES
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Swimming
continued firom page 14
events.
"Last year was a tremendous year
for us as a team. We moved up a
place at the conference meet, and
qualified a relay for the national
rneet," remarked Beckett. This year
we hope to match those goals."
On Friday, the Fighting Scots
swam against Moum Union, another
easy win for both teams. The Scots
overpowered the purple Raiders with
a score of 166-7-1, and the women
were equally impressive.
The women won every event, and
the men won every event except for
three-met-er diving. Triple winners
included Chalot and Tony Panigutti
'97. Chalot won the SO freestyle
(22.81), 100 freestyle (49.56) and
was a member of the winning 400
freestyle relay (38j09). Panigutti
swam the breaststroke leg of the
first place 400 medley relay and
won the 200 individual medley
(2:12.88) and the 200 breaststroke
(2:26.17). Triple winners for the
women were King in the 200
freestyle (2.-04.0-3), 100 freestyle
(57 .51) and 400 freestyle relay and
Sergim the 200 butterfly (2:16.46).
500 freestyle (53240) and 400
freestyle relay.
"We took a relaxed approach to
this meet in preparation for
Wittenberg." said Vereb. "Both
teams had vety positive meets."
Today and aanutrow theFighting
Scots travel 10 Allegheny College
for the Saint and Distance
sis. iwLady scots go to
.as iff fi m"",g champions.
d second. The Scots
Ae distance meet
and fourth in the sprint meet, but
bs year coaid end up in any
6on depeang on thfc competition.
Pgtl6
Scots Drepare for another ram
Wooster kicks off1994 season by hosting the Al VanWie
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Scot paikrtnan team returns
to the haidtwod tfaia ytai titptd
to make yet another nm at the North
Coast Athletic Conference tide. la
the past six yean, Wooster has won
two NCAC regular season champi-onshi- ps
as well as twoNCACTour-oame- nt
Channonships. Also, the
Scott have made three appearances
in the NCAA Division III Tourna-
ment.
Head coach Steve Moore, now in
his eighth year at Wooster. once
again boasts a tarn of players ca-pabteoftakmghimandh- ispiugiam
back into NCAC and NCAA bas-
ketball prominence. Last year's
tfyw, despite finishing 18--8, was a
somewhat of a disappointment by
the standards Moore and his pro-
gram have set.
Moore preaches a style which in-
cluded a methodical, high-percenta- ge
offense and tough, stingy de-
fense. Wooster has led the nation in
defense twice daring theMoore era.
This year. Wooster returns eight
letterwinners and four starters from
last season's team. Six of those
eightlecerwmnen returning foe the
Scots are seniors, and they win be
called upon to provide leadership.
leading the way for the Scots are
Doug Cline 95 and Scott Meech
93, who have been solid contribo- -
5
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DoagCaae95
The
gbaaketbal:
today and tomorrow
Al Van Wie Rotary Classic
(Olivet, Mxlone. Wabash)
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Scott Meech 93
tors to the program the previous
three seasons. Cline was the sixth
man his first year at Wooster, com-
ing off the bench tq average 8.2
points and 52 rebounds per game.
He was the team's starting center
the last two seasons eammgsecond-tea- m
AH-NC- AC honors for his out-
standing play down low. For his
career, Cline has averaged 12
points and 63 rebounds per game.
Also, dine is currently Woosters
aD-tim- e leader m field goal percent-
age, shooting 61 percent (358-58- 8)
from the floor.
--We are looking forDoug to con-tin-ue
his consistent play for us this
year," said Moore.
Meech, a forward, was named a
starter his first year at Wooster and
has been one of the team's most
ppwffowH fi wnmt-vt-T race. He
has started in 83 consecutive
baHgames, and has averaged 12
points and 5.7 rebounds per game
for his career. Meech was named
honorable mention AO-NCA- C his
first two seasons, and be was named
first team AQ-NCA- C last year. He
is right behind Cline on Woosters
career field goal percentage accu-
racy Est, having been good on 60
percent of his shots.
"Scottrealry understands our sys-
tem, and we expect him to have a
good senior year," said Moore.
The team's three other seniors are
(H)7J0pjn.
-- 1 .
TheWooster Voice
upcoming week in Sports:
is basketball:
Sat Ooerbein(H)2pjn.
Tues Mount Vernon
Craig Bradley 95. Jason Zerger "95
and JeffHamiln 95. Bradley, an
off-guar- d, hi perhaps fbe epitomeof
a Moore-coach-ed player. Be is a
versatile plaver.who canshootwelL
play strong defense, and is unself-
ish, and he led the team in assists
0.5 per game) last year. ;
"Craig is afiiKafl-arcrndplay- er.
said Moore. "He worVrd hard once
again in the off-seas-on to improve
his game further."
Zerger, a forward, jumped into
the spotlight last season after two
years of relative obscurity. He
started 18 games and proved him-
self as one of the team's top defend-
ers. At 6'6" and with excellent foot
speed, Zerger is able to mark the
opposing team'spost-playeroreve-n
one of its smaller players.
"Jason came on last season, el-
evating his play, and proving turn-se- lf
as an outstanding defensive
player." said Moore.
Forthepasttwoseasona.Hamilton
has been an huputant contributor,
coming in crucial situations at the
point guard posiiion." He play ex-
cellent, aggressive defense, and has
a good understanding oftheWooster
system.
"Jeff should help us as a strong
floor leader," said Moore.
Last season, two first-ye- ar play-
ers came to the forefront, appearing
in every contest and contributing
if i
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Greg Morris 97
swiamhig sad dJvmg: r
today aawl tosaorrow '
ADegfceay Spriat aad Distance
Friday, November 18, 1994
atami NCAC title
WoosterRotary Classic
v .
If...
Point guard Rowell Femandex TI
scrimmage earlier hi the week.
mightily to the Scot cause. Rowell
Fernandez '97 and Greg Morris 97,
high, school teammates atNordonia
Kgh win be called upon tohelp lead
the Scots. Fernandez is a solid per-
formeratpoint guard whowQlbattle
Hamilton for thestarting spot,while
Morris, at 66" will see time once
again backing up Cline and Meech
on the inside.
"Rowell has learned a lot and be-
come a better player. He --win be
seeing a lot of time," said Moore.
"Greg has improved. His defense
and his rebounding reaDy helps us."
. Umom Parish has rejoined the
Scot team and is expected to see
time at one of the guard positions.
Newcomers to the team are Van
Harter -- 98 and Brian Henry 98.
Harter is a 6'5" forward, who is
currently practicing with the vanity
team. Henry a a 6'S" center who is
also practicing with the varsity team.
Wooster win kick off its 1994
campaign by playing host to the Al
Van Wie Wooster Rotary Classic
The fonr-tea- m tournament is sprit
sored by the Wooster Rotary Cmb
to honor former Scot coach and ath-let- ic
director Al Van Wie.
. .The tonraament also bat a com--
, .mnnjty. service dimension to. it.
I
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dribbles the ball dariag a
ing asked to bring canned or boxed
food items,which wfll bedonatedto
the Food Pantry at People to People
Ministries. Volunteers from the
WoosterRotary Oubwill be present
at the tournament to collect the do-
nated food and clonal cash contri-
butions to the Food Pantry.
The Scott wiB face off against
Olivet (Mich.) tonight at 8 pjn. in
the second same. The first game
tipsoff at6pjn.andfeaturesMalone
and Wabash (Ind.). The Consola-
tion Game win be tomorrow at 6
pjn. and the Championship Game
will be at 8 pjn. m the Timken
Gymnasium.
- C4ivetretnrrutonry one starterand
four letter-winne- rs from last
season's 12-1-2 team. The Fighting
Comets compete in the Michigan
Interronrr Athvrig Awnriatim
and are affiliated with the NCAA
Division m. ' - ' :
Makneretnnu wim three starters
and seven letter-winne- rs from a
team which finished 16-1-5 a year
ago.' The Pioeneers are affiliated
wixatheNAIA.
- Wabash returns tour starters and
eight letter-winne- rs from last year's
7--16 team. The Little Giants are a
. memberc the ICAC and are affih--
A'- - f ' ' T -
